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Abstract: The power conversion efficiency (PCE) of single-junction perovskite solar cells (PSCs)
has reached 26.1% in small-scale devices. However, defects at the bulk, surface, grain boundaries,
and interfaces act as non-radiative recombination centers for photogenerated electron-hole pairs,
limiting the open-circuit voltage and PCE below the Shockley–Queisser limit. These defect states also
induce ion migration towards interfaces and contribute to intrinsic instability in PSCs, reducing the
quasi-Fermi level splitting and causing anomalous hysteresis in the device. The influence of defects
becomes more prominent in large-area devices, demonstrating much lower PCE than the lab-scale
devices. Therefore, commercializing PSCs faces a big challenge in terms of rapid decline in working
performance due to these intrinsic structural defects. This paper provides a comprehensive review of
recent advances in understanding the nature and the classification of defects, their impact on voltage
losses, device parameters, intrinsic stability, and defect quantification and characterization techniques.
Novel defect passivation techniques such as compositional engineering, additive engineering, post-
treatments, dimensionality engineering, and interlayer engineering are also reviewed, along with
the improvements in PCE and stability based on these techniques for both small-area devices and
large-area roll-to-roll coated devices.

Keywords: Perovskite solar cells; ionic defects; power conversion efficiency; grain boundaries; open
circuit voltage; stability

1. Introduction

Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) based on organic-inorganic metal halide perovskites have
achieved a certified power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 26.1% just a decade after research
efforts began. This remarkable success exceeds the efficiency of other well-developed
thin-film photovoltaic technologies, such as copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) or
cadmium telluride (CdTe) in small-area devices (<1 cm2) [1]. The outstanding optoelectronic
properties of perovskites (large absorption coefficient, long carriers diffusion length, tunable
band gap, etc.) [2–4], their low-cost and abundance in the earth [5–7], and their ease of
fabrication through low-temperature solution deposition technologies [8] make PSCs highly
attractive for commercialization. It is expected that PCE of PSCs will surpass that of
single crystalline silicon solar cells (26.7%) [9] in the near future, making them a highly
efficient renewable energy source that could replace fossil fuels [10]. However, the current
PCE is still lower than the theoretically calculated value based on the energy bandgap
of perovskites (1.48–1.6 eV). Furthermore, the rapid decrease in PCE when operating
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in ambient air remains a significant challenge in achieving the minimum twenty-year
operation lifetime required for the commercialization of a solar cell technology [11–14].
The PCE being lower than the Shockley–Queisser (SQ) limit and the unstable photovoltaic
performance of PSCs are both primarily caused by defects in the polycrystalline perovskite
layer during its solution fabrication [15–19].

Due to the soft ionic nature of perovskites, defects are inevitably produced in a disor-
derly manner during the crystallization process. The low formation energy of perovskite
is a primary reason for the generation of point defects [7,20,21] that are readily produced
on the surface and along the grain boundaries (GBs). These defects act as trap states for
photogenerated electrons and holes, limiting the performance of the device. Most of the
defects formed in perovskite materials are shallow-level defect states with low formation
energies and negligible contribution to non-radiative recombination, allowing perovskites
to exhibit high defect tolerance, as explained by their long diffusion lengths [22]. However,
these defects can alter the energy level alignment of the active layer with adjacent carrier
transport layers. Moreover, charged point defects can migrate to interfaces as the ionic
defects in perovskite film provide a pathway for their movement by creating an electric field.
The accumulated ions at the interfaces adversely affect the charge collection of the device,
resulting in current density-voltage (J-V) hysteresis [23–26]. Moisture instability is also
related to interfacial defects as oxygen or water molecules penetrate the perovskite layer
through these defects and induce its degradation. Deep-level bulk defects are produced
under high-temperature growth conditions and are also accountable for suppressing PCE
and device stability. Many reports confirm that the improvement in open-circuit voltage
(VOC) and fill factor (FF) are directly related to the passivation of defect states in PSCs.
Therefore, it is essential to passivate both deep-level and shallow-level defects to enhance
device performance and improve stability.

Numerous effective defect passivation techniques, including compositional engineering [27],
additive engineering [28], post-surface treatments [29], dimensionality engineering [30],
and interlayer engineering [31] have been reported in recent years to improve the stability
and PCE of PSCs [32–37]. Mixed cations and anions compositions can tune bandgap, elimi-
nate phase instability, and increase carrier lifetime by limiting the formation of bulk defects.
A-site doping with a small amount of alkali metal cations can effectively stabilize the pure
perovskite phase and eliminate hysteresis by suppressing the bulk defects (ion vacancies,
interstitial ions, etc.) and surface or GBs defects [38–41]. For instance, Kim et al. [42] doped
the FA-cation site with 0.03% of methylenediammonium (MDA) and cesium (Cs) cations
and reported a high efficiency of 24.4% in formamidinium lead triiodide (FAPbI3)-based
PSCs by passivating bulk or deep level defects. Similarly, transition metal halides such
as nickel chloride (NiCl2) and niobium fluoride (NbF5) mainly stabilize the α-phase and
passivate Pb-I antisite defects through the formation of perovskite films [43,44]. The ad-
dition of small amounts of chemicals such as zwitterions, Lewis bases and acids [45–50],
alkyl salts, multifunctional molecules, the long chain polymers having electron donor or
acceptor function groups [51,52], the molecules with π-conjugated structure, the ionic
liquids [53,54], and quantum dots [55] can improve film quality and the performance of
PSCs by passivating the defects along the GBs with their ionic or coordinating bonds.

Surface defects are known to be a significant source of non-radiative recombination cen-
ters and can easily form during the thin film crystallization process. Passivating agents such
as Lewis acids and bases [27,56], long-chain polymers [57], hydrophobic molecules [58],
and wide bandgap oxygen-containing lead salts [59] can be used to passivate these surface
defects. For example, thiophene derivatives containing Lewis acid-base functional groups
are widely reported to enhance charge transfer and collection at the interface while pas-
sivating surface defects with their highly delocalized π-electrons [60]. The passivation of
interfacial defects by forming a layered two-dimensional (2D) perovskite on the top surface
of a three-dimensional (3D) perovskite remarkably improves the stability and performance
of PSCs. The 2D layered perovskites suppress the electron density at the hole transport
layer (HTL) and 3D perovskite interface due to their electron-repelling nature, improving
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the device stability and PCE [61]. They can also reduce trap density at the interface, sup-
press non-radiative recombination, and enhance the Fermi-level splitting [62]. Additionally,
the interlayers between the charge transport layer and perovskite absorber can facilitate
the charge transport by reducing energy offset and optimizing the energy level alignment,
as well as act as a barrier to the moisture penetration in the atmosphere, thus increasing the
operating lifetime of PSCs.

Currently, the PCE of large-area perovskite solar cells is considerably lower than that
of small area devices. Therefore, suppression of defect states in large-area perovskite thin
films is more challenging than in small-area thin films. It is crucial to develop suitable
passivation techniques that can control crystallization during the fabrication of large-area
PSCs to accelerate the commercialization of PSCs.

In this review, we comprehensively discuss the defects in PSCs, including their for-
mation, origin, and classification, as well as their impact on the photovoltaic performance
and stability of the devices. We also examine the relationship between defects and ions
migration, hysteresis, and intrinsic instability. Given the complexity of defect-induced loss
mechanisms in multi-layered PSCs, we also discuss the defect characterization techniques
that are commonly used to quantify recombination losses in the device. Finally, we review
the latest strategies for passivating defects in PSCs, including bulk, GBs, post-surface treat-
ments, and the interfacial defect passivation techniques. This review also highlights recent
improvements in the performance and stability of PSCs achieved through these strategies.

2. Effect of Defect States on Device Performance
2.1. Device Configurations and Operation

Halide PSCs are typically designed with two main architectures: the conventional
n-i-p heterojunction and inverted p-i-n heterojunction structures [63,64] (Figure 1a,c). The
n-i-p structured PSCs consist of either mesoporous or planar absorber layer. The former is
referred to as mesoporous (n-i-p) PSCs and the latter is referred to as planar (n-i-p) PSCs
as shown in Figure 1a,b. While conventional n-i-p PSCs demonstrated higher efficiency
to date than p-i-n structured devices, the latter are more exciting for the photovoltaic
community due to their ease of fabrication, small hysteresis, and compatibility with tin-
based perovskite cells, tandem cells, and flexible PSCs. In a complete device, the perovskite
photo-absorber layer is sandwiched between n-type and p-type layers, which serve as
electron and hole selective contacts and produce a potential gradient in the perovskite
active layer that varies linearly due to the band alignment at thermodynamic equilibrium.
Under illumination, the incident photons are absorbed by perovskite active layer, exciting
the electron from the valence band (VB) to the conduction band (CB). Subsequently, under
a short-circuit condition, a built-in electric field separates the photoexcited electron-hole
pairs into free electrons and holes, driving them towards the selective contacts for efficient
charge collection [63] as shown in the Figure 1d. It is crucial that the absorber layer has
a long carrier lifetime and high carrier mobility to ensure that the photoexcited charge
carriers are successfully transported to the respective interfaces. Perfect energy alignment
of CB and VB of the perovskite with the CB of the electron transport layer (ETL) and
VB of the HTL, respectively, ensures the injection of carriers from the interfaces into the
respective transport layers. Finally, high hole mobility of HTL and high electron mobility
of ETL guarantee the efficient and smooth extraction and collection of carriers to produce
photocurrent and complete the operation of the PSC.

Although the ideal operational steps in PSCs are well-defined, in practical scenarios,
the devices demonstrate lower efficiency than the theoretically calculated value of PCE.
This lower device performance is mainly due to the carrier recombination processes [65–67].
In addition to radiative recombination, non-radiative recombination caused by defect states
in the bulk, at surface GBs and interfaces is the primary source of loss in PCE, which is not
considered in the theoretical calculation of solar cell parameters. Moreover, poor film quality
results in low external electroluminescence quantum yields, which further lowers PCE.
Therefore, improving film quality and eliminating non-radiative recombination pathways
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in complete devices is essential to achieve the targeted goal of attaining the theoretically
calculated value of PCE.
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2.2. Charge Carriers’ Recombination Pathways in PSCs

After light absorption and excitation (Figure 2a), the charge carriers with energy
greater than the bandgap interact with each other and lose their energy to the conduction
band minimum. This process is known as thermalization (Figure 2b). The excited carrier
possibly may then undergo one or more primary recombination pathways: radiative
recombination (spontaneous band to band) (Figure 2c), trap-assisted Shockley–Read–Hall
(SRH) recombination due to low film quality, and interface recombination originating
from all the interfaces involved in cells (Figure 2d), and Auger recombination (either
direct or indirect) due to electron-phonon interaction (Figure 2e). These defect-induced
recombination processes not only reduce the PCE but also trigger the instability of PSCs.

Furthermore, Auger and radiative recombination pathways are the intrinsic recombi-
nation processes occurring in the semiconductors [66]. However, recent studies showed
that the PSCs with material carrier concentrations in the range of ∼1013 to 1015 cm−3

demonstrate much lower Auger recombination and may even be secondary under AM
1.5G illumination. In contrast, crystalline silicon solar cells display a strong Auger recombi-
nation, which reduces the PCE limit to ∼29%, much lower than their theoretical limit of
∼33% [66]. Nevertheless, Auger recombination, also known as electron-phonon interaction,
cannot be ignored as it contributes to non-radiative recombination losses and is detrimental
to the carrier mobility of the perovskite absorber [68,69].
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The influence of Auger recombination in the PSCs depends on the carrier concentration
of the absorbing layer. In the perovskite absorbing layers with a high carrier concentration
(>1017 cm−3), the contribution from Auger recombination is quite distinctive among the
non-radiative recombination losses [68]. However, defect-assisted recombination, the
primary source of non-radiative recombination, mainly depends on the defect density
and their energy depth [69–72]. Equation (1) represents the density of photogenerated
free-charge carriers (n) and their recombination mechanism in a complete PSC [73,74].

∂n(t)
∂(t)

= G− k3n3 − k2n2 − k1n (1)

In the above equation, k1, k2, k3 are rate constants for the trap-assisted, radiative, and
Auger recombination, which can be determined by using pump-probe spectroscopy and
photoluminescence (PL) decay, and G is the generation rate of charges. For wide-bandgap
perovskites, the rate constant for Auger recombination at 1 Sun is negligible, and Auger
recombination has little influence. Therefore, trap-assisted recombination dominates as the
main recombination loss. Furthermore, the total effective carrier lifetime (τeff) is frequently
used to describe the quality of the crystal, which can be defined as τeff = ∆n

Ueff
(∆n is excess

local charge carrier density or concentration, and Ueff is the effective recombination rate).
Considering all the non-radiative recombination channels in perovskites, the overall carrier
lifetime τeff can be described by Equation (2) [75]:

1
τeff

=
1

τbulk
+

1
τsurf

+
1

τAug
+

1
τSRH

+ · · · (2)

Equation (2) indicates that the overall carrier lifetime is closely related to all the non-
radiative recombination pathways (surface, bulk, interfaces, and the Auger recombination)
in the PSCs [76,77]. Thus, suppressing the non-radiative recombination (caused by deep
and shallow defect states in the active layer and the interfaces) increases carrier lifetime,
leading to improving the device’s overall performance.

2.3. Defect-Induced Trap States and Their Origin

Consider the ideal crystal structure of perovskites, where each ion is located on its
equilibrium site (Figure 3a). However, in reality, polycrystalline perovskite thin films
are fabricated using a low-cost solution process, resulting in various structural defects
and unintentional impurities during the post-treatment [78]. These structural defects can
be classified as deep-level defects or shallow-level defects, depending on their thermal
activation energy. Defects with a thermal activation energy higher than KBT where KB and T
represent Boltzmann constant and absolute temperature, respectively, are considered deep-
level defects and are suspected to be the main cause of non-radiative recombination in PSCs.
The lattice imperfections other than the short-range point defects are one-dimensional (1D)
dislocations, 2D-grain boundary defects, 3D precipitates, and the mobile species [79].

In perovskites, particularly methylammonium lead iodide (CH3NH3PbI3), the most
widely studied defects are intrinsic ionic point defects, which have different origins [80,81].
Based on theoretical calculations, the defects in perovskite (CH3NH3PbI3) can be classified
into 12 point defects: antisite substitutions (MAPb, PbI, and MAI) (Figure 3b–d, note: an-
other three antisite substitutions IMA, IPb and PbMA are not shown in the Figure); vacancies
(VMA, VI, and VPb) (Figure 3e–g) and interstitials (MAi, Pbi, and Ii) (Figure 3h–j), where
MA is methylammonium (CH3NH3) [82–86].

It is well-known that the formation energy of a substance thermodynamically governs
its stability. A substance can exist in the most stable state with the lowest formation energy.
Therefore, point defects have been extensively studied theoretically by calculating their
formation energies in a host perovskite crystal in equilibrium with the pure constituents
(I2, Pb, and MA) based on density functional theory (DFT). Depending on their formation
energies, these microscopic defects are classified as deep-level defects and shallow-level
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defects (Figure 3k,l). Theoretical reports suggest that point defects in standard CH3NH3PbI3
perovskite crystals that contribute to shallow or intraband states (close to CB and/or VB)
have low formation energies, while those contributing to deep levels in the bandgap
have high formation energies [87]. Defects such as IPb, IMA, Pbi, and PbI have high
formation energies and contribute to deep-level defect states [78,88] as shown in Figure 3k.
However, their high formation energies at room temperature suggest that they should not
contribute to a high density of non-radiative recombination centers [80,81,89]. On the other
hand, PbI and IMA defects, depending on growth conditions, have formation energies that
might be high enough to make them deep-level recombination centers. Moreover, several
experimental results confirm the existence of deep-level defects in perovskite films [90,91],
where the predominant contributors are halide vacancies (VI) [92].

The majority of point defects in perovskite crystals, including Ii, MAPb, VMA, VPb,
MAi, PbMA, VI, and MAI, have shallow-level defects due to their low formation energies
(Figure 3k). These defects occupy a higher proportion of overall defect density in perovskite
crystals than the deep-level defects. Huang et al. reported that the defects in the perovskites
are more likely to be located within bands or the energy levels near the band edges due to
the antibonding coupling in the valence band between the p orbital of iodine and a lone
pair in s orbital of Pb [93].
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Although shallow-level defects are considered benign types of defects due to their
much lower charge recombination rate and their little influence on the photovoltaic perfor-
mance of freshly prepared devices, they possess mobile charge species that can migrate
under illumination, heat, and the built-in electric field, leading to unintentional doping
effects by accumulating at interfaces [94]. Light-induced ionic redistribution or the mi-
gration of defects such as interstitials, antisites, or vacancies can also cause local band
bending and impede charge transportation [95], leading to anomalous hysteresis in J-
V curve [96,97], degradation of perovskites or metal electrodes [98–101], and the phase
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segregation [102–105]. Therefore, interface defect trap states, which mainly result from the
migration of ionic defects and the mismatching energy levels at the interfaces, should be
mainly responsible for the non-radiative recombination losses [106].

The density of trap states in polycrystalline perovskite film is significantly higher than
that in single-crystal perovskite, which hinders charge transport and shortens the charge
carrier diffusion length [107,108] Polycrystalline perovskite films also contain GBs that are
unavoidable during low-temperature solution fabrication, leading to structural disorder
at these interfaces and the formation of defect states [109]. These defects can negatively
impact the optoelectronic properties of perovskite films by reducing photoluminescence
and resulting in extra loss of photogenerated charge carriers. While research has shown
that trap-assisted recombination is more dominant at the interfaces than at the GBs [110],
more studies focused on surfaces and interfaces using novel passivation techniques are
necessary to improve the performance of PSCs.

2.4. Impact of Defect-Induced Non-Radiative Recombination on Device Parameters

The presence of trap states in perovskite thin films and at adjacent interfaces of PSCs,
can severely affect their photovoltaic parameters, such as VOC, short-circuit current (JSC),
and FF, thereby limiting PCE and stability. Under the bias-illumination, incident light
excites electrons from the valence band into the conduction band, splitting the Fermi level
(EF) into quasi-Fermi levels of electrons (EFn) and holes (EFp). The steady-state charge
density, which is determined by the balance between charge generation and recombination
rates, controls the quasi-Fermi level splitting (QFLS = EFn − EFp) [111]. In an ideal case
with no recombination in the bulk, at the surface, grain boundaries, and interfaces, the
EF of its corresponding carrier would remain constant at the quasi-Fermi level without
any drop, and there would be no energy loss. In that case, the output power of the device
would be equal to the QFLS [112].

However, when non-radiative recombination creates a pathway for the recombination
of excess free charge carriers, it reduces the steady-state charge density and QFLS and,
ultimately decreases the VOC of PSCs. Hence, non-radiative recombination is the funda-
mental source of the open-circuit losses [113]. The relationship between VOC, radiative and
non-radiative recombination losses can be described by the external photoluminescence
quantum efficiency (ηext) [66,114]:

VOC = VOC,rad +
KT
q

ln(ηext) (3)

where VOC,rad is the radiative limit of the open-circuit voltage when non-radiative recombi-
nation is fully suppressed. Therefore, the deficit in VOC due to nonreductive recombination
can be expressed as [115,116]:

VOC,non,rad = VOC,rad −VOC = −KT
q

ln(PLQY)

or VOC,non,rad = −KT
q

ln(EQEEL)

Thus, the voltage loss due to non-radiative recombination can be quantified by mea-
suring the photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) or electroluminescence quantum
efficiency (EQEEL). Improvement in PLQY and EQEEL in passivated PSCs leads to an
increase in VOC and a decrease in non-radioactive recombination losses, thereby improving
PCE. It has been reported that a 1% improvement in PLQY of PSCs can result in a 0.12 V
increase in VOC.

Stranks et al. [102] used a potassium halides layer to passivate non-radioactive recom-
bination centers at the surface and interface of triple-cation perovskite crystals, resulting in
a high PLQY of 66% and a very low non-radiative recombination loss (Voc,non-rad = 0.11 V).
Additionally, energy level mismatch between the EFn in the perovskite layer and the CB
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of ETL or between the EFp in the perovskite layer and the VB of HTL can cause band
bending at the interfaces, leading to a reduction in the QFLS and a loss in VOC. In addition
to affecting VOC, non-radiative recombination also has a pronounced effect on the FF of
devices. The maximum FFmax of PSCs can be calculated as the following Equation (4) [117]:

FFmax =
VOC − ln(VOC + 0.72)

VOC + 1
(4)

As shown in Equation (4), the FFmax of PSCs is closely related to VOC. Since VOC is
highly influenced by non-radiative recombination, as discussed in Equation (3), FFmax is
also expected to be affected by non-radiative recombination. The recombination at the
surface and GBs also influence the charge extraction efficiency, potentially affecting the
JSC and FF of PSCs [110]. Defects passivation may reduce the contact resistance at the
absorber/charge transport layer interface, and the addition of passivation agents into
perovskite precursors may even change the film morphology, resulting in fewer pinholes
as shunt paths, which can improve FF in PSCs. Optical losses, which stem from photon
reflection or poor absorption in poorly responding cell regions, are mainly responsible for
the lower value of JSC. Furthermore, electrical losses originating from finite resistance in
the light absorption layer, defects within the transport layer, and poor contact between the
transport layer and the electrodes affect charge extraction, increasing the series resistance,
which reduces FF [110,118]. Furthermore, micro-cracks, scratches, and other severe defects
on the perovskite surface can cause increased surface roughness, which in turn affects FF.

2.5. Defect Induced Hysteresis Behavior and Intrinsic Instability

The hysteretic behavior in the J-V characteristic of PSCs presents a challenge to ac-
curately characterize their photovoltaic performance. Although the exact reasons for this
behavior are still under debate, many studies suggest that charge defects and ions migra-
tion (Figure 4a–d) [119,120] are responsible for the anomalous hysteresis observed in the
J-V characteristics of different scanning directions [121,122]. Despite achieving impres-
sive PCE values, most PSCs still suffer from hysteresis [123] and instability [124], which
are associated with varying amounts of active charge defect states in the perovskite thin
films and device interfaces [119,120]. Ion migration induces intrinsic defects and affects
the electric field distribution at interfaces. By using the time-resolved Kelvin probe force
microscopy (tr-KPFM) technique, Stefan et al. demonstrated that the hysteresis in PSCs is
caused by the localized positive ionic space charge at the ETL surface and negative ionic
space charge across the perovskite layer. These charges form an opposite charge layer at
the perovskite/ETL interface upon illuminating or applying external voltage (Figure 4e–h).
Thus, they attributed the hysteresis to the formation and release of ionic interface charge
caused by the variation in illumination or electric field [122]. Their results also confirm that
the ion migration toward the interface region impedes the smooth charge extraction and
transportation. However, the interplay between ion migration and interfacial defects still
requires further exploration.

Several approaches have been proposed to suppress hysteresis in PSCs. One of the
most effective methods is the use of additives for the interface, GBs, and ionic defects
passivation. FA-based and mixed cationic perovskites have also been found to demonstrate
less hysteresis than MA-based PSCs. Another promising technique is the fabrication of
2D/3D graded junctions, which has been shown to reduce hysteresis in mixed-dimensional
PSCs. Additionally, an appropriately high scanning rate and improving the crystallinity
of the perovskite layer have been found to suppress hysteresis in the PSCs. However, it
should be noted that sometimes, scanning direction and rate do not influence the hysteresis.
Moreover, the inverted structure device has been found to show less hysteresis compared to
regular structure devices. The presence of hysteresis is one of the limitations of developing
PSCs. To fully optimize the devices, it is essential to have an accurate understanding of the
hysteresis and its effect on PSCs.
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Figure 4. (a) Ion migrations in MAPbI3 perovskite absorber for VI defects. (b) Ion migrations for
VMA defects. (c) Ion migrations for VPb defects. (d) Ion migration for Ii defects. Reproduced with
permission from ref. [24]. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry. (e–h) Demonstration of how
the ion migration causes hysteresis in MAPbI3 solar cell: (e) Field-free absorber layer (f) under the
applied electric field across the device the immediately the mobile I− ions accumulate the anode
interface while electric field drives electrons towards the cathode and holes towards the anode.
The drifted ions start to screen the external voltage. Additionally, ions are adsorbed at the cathode
interface. (g) The complexation and neutralization (X+-I−) at the cathode is reducing the perovskite
from mobile ions. Positive charges at the anode interface are compensated by electrons from the
fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO). These charges now screen almost the entire electric field, and the
potential is flat across the perovskite layer. (h) Upon switching off the field between the electrodes, the
slow release of the separated charges at the interfaces keeps a reverse electric field in the perovskite
layer. This reverse field aids in driving electrons towards the anode and holes towards the cathode.
Reproduced with permission from ref. [122]. Copyright 2018 Royal Society of Chemistry.

Charge defects and ion migration triggered by light or heat not only cause hysteresis
but also severely induce intrinsic instability in the PSCs [24]. During the low-temperature
fabrication of the perovskite active layer, a high density of defects (1016–1018 cm−3) is
unavoidably generated [125]. Moreover, due to the moderately weak chemical bonds in the
perovskite lattice, the low-energy defect formation process remains active with even slight
external influence. These defects, which are ionic in nature, do not significantly affect the
performance of a freshly prepared device. However, the migration and accumulation of
these ionic defects towards the interfaces can rapidly degrade the perovskite material and
charge transport layers (CTL). The damaged interfacial layers can allow moisture to react
with the perovskite, which further accelerates the degradation of devices under ambient
conditions, seriously hindering the commercial application of PSCs. To mitigate the adverse
effect of ionic charge defects, successful techniques include 2D/3D mixed perovskites,
which reduce the number of defects and significantly improve device stability. Additionally,
it is known that the movement of iodide ions is a significant source of instability and
hysteresis [126]. Therefore, passivating with additives and interface engineering are the
other most successful techniques for obtaining high efficiency and improved stability
of PSCs.

3. Estimation of Defect-Induced Recombination Losses and Techniques for
Calculating Defect Density

As mentioned earlier, trap-assisted recombination mostly affects VOC and FF. There-
fore, calculating the VOC deficit provides an overall measure of the loss resulting from
non-radiative recombination occurring at the interfaces and grain boundaries and in the
bulk. Accurately quantifying the VOC deficit is useful for analyzing the passivation ef-
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fect of additives and for designing new passivation molecules to further enhance device
performance. We can calculate the VOC deficit by accurately calculating the bandgap and
measuring the photoluminescence quantum efficiency (PLQE) or the external radiative
efficiency (ERE).

3.1. Calculating the Bandgap

Accurately estimating the bandgap of semiconductor materials is crucial for precise
calculations of the VOC deficit caused by trap-assisted recombination occurring in bulk or
device interfaces. However, the presence of a substantial number of defects and variation
in perovskite film thickness can make it challenging to estimate the bandgap accurately,
leading to underestimation or overestimation of recombination losses in the form of VOC
deficit in PSCs. Various techniques, such as Kubelka–Munk processes, Tauc plots, and the
onset of electroluminescence quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra are used to calculate the
bandgap of perovskite thin-film material [127]. The Kubelka–Munk technique calculates
the bandgap by measuring the reflection of incident light, while the Tauc plots method
utilizes the absorption of incident light in a wide spectral range to determine the bandgap.
However, the accuracy in the calculated bandgap for thicker perovskite film is less reliable
due to sub-band absorption, resulting in an underestimation of its value. The observed
redshift of the onset of EQE spectra is also due to the absorption by electrically active
sub-bands. Nevertheless, the effect of absorption by the active sub-band on determining
the bandgap can be reduced by using the differential of EQE spectra [128]:

Eg =

∫ b
a EgP

(
Eg
)
dEg∫ b

a P
(
Eg
)
dEg

(5)

or P
(
Eg
)
=

dEQE(E)
dE

In the above equations, a and b represent the integration limits, E represents the
photon energy, and the probability distribution function for the bandgap energy is defined
by P(Eg). Furthermore, taking the photon energies for the P(Eg) calculation equal to 50% of
the EQE peak value can help reduce additional noise.

3.2. Photoluminescence Quantum Efficiency

High photoluminescence quantum efficiency values approaching unity indicate sup-
pression in non-radiative recombination, which is desirable to achieve PCEs close to
the theoretically calculated values for single-junction PSCs. If the PLQE value reaches
unity, it can be inferred that all non-radiative recombination pathways have been elimi-
nated, and charges are recombining through the emission of photons. When measuring
PLQE, incident photons with excitation intensity equivalent to 1 Sun excite carriers to
all accessible states, ignoring any imbalance in carrier transport. The relationship be-
tween output VOC and the photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) is given as [66,129]:
VOC = VOC,rad + KT

q ln(PLQE). At 1 Sun and excitation density of 1015 cm−3, an increase
in PLQY from 1% to unity results in 0.12 V increase in VOC. The obtained PLQY spectra
depend on film quality, energy levels matching ETL or HTL with the perovskite layer, and
the interfacial recombination channels, as well as other optical losses such as photon escape
and parasitic absorption. As PSC is composed of a complex, layered structure, recombina-
tion losses in the intrinsic perovskite layer and at the interfaces can be quantified separately.
For example, the PLQY of the perovskite layer can be calculated separately by depositing it
on a quartz substrate, as shown in Figure 5a, and then the interfacial recombination loss
can be estimated by measuring PLQY when the perovskite layer is in contact with the
ETL or the HTL (Figure 5b). In this case, a decrease in PLQY value reflects the presence
of recombination pathways at the interfaces. The defects introduced at the interfaces may
create a barrier for electrons and contribute to their recombination at interfaces, leading to
significant loss to the PCE [130]. Moreover, defect passivation can suppress non-radiative
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recombination and enhance PLQE. For example, Ginger et al. [131] treated perovskite
films with tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO), resulting in devices exhibiting a 35% PLQE
compared to 3% for control film, as shown in Figure 5c.
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Figure 5. (a) Schematic illustration of the PLQY measured from a perovskite thin film deposited on
a glass substrate. (b) Representation of electroluminescence measurement from a compact device.
(c) The perovskite film treated with TOPO demonstrated 35% PLQE, while the control film exhibited
only 3%. Closed red square data is taken 1 week after the open square data. Solid lines are fitted
considering all the recombination pathways. Reproduced with permission from ref. [131]. Copyright
2016 American Chemical Society. (d) EQE of EL of mixed cations perovskite solar cell passivated with
PEAI. Reproduced with permission from ref. [132]. Copyright 2019 Springer Nature. (e) The mapping
of QFLS for different samples, including PTAA/perovskite/C60, PTAA/perovskite, perovskite/C60,
and perovskite only, and the corresponding energy histograms (f) explore the contribution to non-
radiative recombination of the bottom and top layer individually and combined in the complete
device. The results reveal the fact that the deficit in open-circuit voltage induced by each interface
does not add up in a compact device. Reproduced with permission from ref. [133]. Copyright 2018
Springer Nature.

3.3. External Radiative Efficiency

Estimation of VOC deficit induced by trap-assisted recombination is often performed
using the external radiative efficiency (ERE) under a forward bias with an external voltage
source. ERE is typically measured when the injected current under bias is equal to the
illumination current. The value of ERE indicates the extent of losses due to non-radiative
recombination. A high ERE value indicates low non-radiative recombination losses, sug-
gesting that sufficiently large injected current emits the photons by radiative recombination
of carriers [132]. However, the ERE of a complete PSC is generally lower than the PLQY of a
perovskite active layer measured alone or in a complete device due to the inequalities in the
spatial distribution of the quasi-Fermi levels. The value of ERE can only be compared with
the PLQY if the distribution of QFLS remains flat in both measurements. For planar PSCs,
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the high reabsorption and low light-out coupling efficiency (20–25%) contribute to lower
ERE compared to PLQY [66,134]. The VOC can be estimated by using the equation [135,136]:

VOC = VOC,rad + 60 mVlog(ERE)T =300 K (6)

When the ERE value is one, the radiative recombination reaches its theoretical limit,
and each time ERE is reduced by an order of magnitude, there is an approximately 60 mV
deficit in VOC. The best electroluminescence (EL) efficiency exhibits up to 8% [132] for
the phenethylammonium iodide (PEAI)-modified device, as shown in Figure 5d, which
is higher than that of single-junction silicon (Si) solar cells (ERE = ∼2%) [137]. However,
gallium arsenide (GaAs) solar cells, which yield higher PCE than the Si solar cells, exhibit
ERE of 32.3% [65], indicating that there is significant potential for improvement in ERE from
PSCs. Nevertheless, when measuring the electroluminescence of a complete perovskite
device, two drawbacks must be considered. Firstly, in a forward-biased PSC, the unbalanced
transport of electrons and holes (because of the preference of injected charge carriers
to occupy the lowest-energy states) hampers carrier transport in the perovskite active
layer [138]. Secondly, the forward biasing electric field can encourage ion migration
in the perovskite layer, and the ion dislocation produces internal electric fields [139,140].
Consequently, the external electric field accountable for the movement of the carrier towards
the emissive regions is screened by an internal electric field. This phenomenon increases
the uncertainty in the measurement of non-radiative recombination losses. Therefore,
comparing the ERE with the measured PLQY of a complete device may be a realistic
strategy for the accurate estimation of non-radiative recombination losses [129].

3.4. Photoluminescence Imaging

The defect states responsible for non-radiative recombination in perovskite absorbers
are distributed randomly throughout the bulk, surface, and interfaces. However, the regions
near the surface of perovskite film are believed to have a high concentration of trap states.
Hyperspectral absolute photoluminescence imaging is a commonly used technique to
identify the origin and spatial distribution of defect states in complete PSCs and effectively
quantify the trap-assisted recombination losses caused by the defect states at bulk, bottom,
and top interfaces (Figure 5f).

By using this technique, Stolterfoht et al. [133] showed that the non-radiative recombi-
nation losses in the active area are sufficiently non-uniform, and their corresponding losses
result in decreasing the QFLS. The interfacial recombination after the incorporation of each
charge transport layer individually with perovskite layer (such as poly[bis(4-phenyl)(2,4,6-
trimethylphenyl)amine] (PTAA) as HTL and fullerence (C60) as ETL) results in an 80 meV
drop in the QFLS at each interface (Figure 5e). It is important to note that the loss in
VOC due to non-radiative recombination induced by each layer does not simply add up
in complete perovskite device operation. Rather, the overall VOC deficit is attributed to
the increase in the trap-assisted recombination current, which has a logarithmic relation
with VOC. Therefore, each individual recombination channel within a complete perovskite
device plays an important role, and their comprehensive understanding is necessary for
improving the performance of PSCs in the future.

3.5. Thermal Admittance Spectroscopy (TAS)

Understanding defects and the depths of their energy levels is essential for reducing
non-radiative recombination losses in PSCs. TAS is used to obtain detailed information
on the trap density of states (tDOS) in a complete PSC. Charged defects in the photoactive
layer act as small, localized capacitors, and the trapping-detrapping of carriers in defects is
related to the charge-discharge process in the capacitor. By tracing variations in junction
capacitance with the frequency of applied alternating current (A.C.) voltage, the features of
defects can be deduced. In its working process, first the charged defect states are thermally
activated, then they release their charge within the A.C. period and capably foster the
admittance signal. The discharging of defects depends on both the depth of the defect
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energy level and the temperature, which can be reflected by the junction capacitance at
varying modulated A.C. frequency. The energy Eω of the defect energy state at a frequency
(ω) could be assessed as [78,90]:

Eω = Ed − Ev (7)

In the above equation, Ed and Ev represent the depth of defects energy level and
the valance band maximum, respectively. The defect density (Nt) derived from angular
frequency-dependent capacitance is given by Equation (8):

Nt(Ew) = −
Vbi
eW

dC
dw

ω

KBT
(8)

In Equation (8),ω stands for angular frequency, and C denotes the capacitance. Vbi is
a built-in potential and is derived from the capacitance-voltage (C-V) curve. W represents
the depletion width, which is taken from Mott-Schottky analysis and expressed as [78,141]:

W =
ε0εrA

C
(9)

In Equation (9), A and εr represent the contact area and relative dielectric constant.
Measurements using TAS reveal a larger density of defect states (∼1018 cm−3) in a complete
PSC compared to the density of defects in a sole perovskite film in isolated form. The
defects induced tDOS having different energy depths usually be categorized into three
bands: band 1 lies in an energy interval of 0.35–0.40 eV, band 2 lies between 0.40–0.50 eV,
and band 3 lies above 0.50 eV (Figure 6a). Some useful approaches for reducing the tDOS
include coating a layer of phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PC61BM) on the surface
of the perovskite active layer, which can effectively decrease the tDOS of band 2 and
band 3 almost two orders of magnitude (Figure 6a), and surface passivation, which can
substantially reduce the deep-level defect states. Nevertheless, identifying the nature and
origin of all kinds of defects using only TAS is challenging. A surface-sensitive technique,
such as scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), can accurately provide defect information
in a single perovskite crystal, but the high roughness of polycrystalline film limits its use.
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Figure 6. (a) tDOS for devices obtained with thermal admittance spectroscopy, without PCBM (or-
ange) and with PCBM but no thermal annealing (red), with 15 min thermal annealing PCBM (green),
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Springer Nature. (b) Dark (J-V curves of electron-only devices based on three different perovskite
films. Reproduced with permission from ref. [142]. Copyright 2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.
(c) Represents the DLTS spectra of target and control layers measured in between 150 K and 330 K.
Reproduced with permission from ref. [143]. Copyright 2017 American Institute of Physics.

3.6. Steady-State PL Emission

In addition to electrical properties, defects can strongly affect the optical properties of
perovskite semiconductors. Therefore, steady-state PL emission has been widely used to
estimate the defect density in perovskite films for photovoltaic applications [78,144]. Ini-
tially, the perovskite film is photoexcited with pump fluence. After photoexcitation, either
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the excited charges in perovskite film emits photon through the band-to-band transition, or
they become trapped in defect states, resulting in negligible or no emission. If all the defect
traps are filled with the photogenerated charges in perovskite thin film, this is indicated
by a turning point at low pump fluence, also known as a trap filling turning point. The
trap filling turning point at low pump fluence is called a threshold trap pump fluence
(Ptrap

th ) which can be determined by the intersection of the pump fluence axis and linearly
extrapolated PL intensity. The total defect density ntrap can be assessed by the following
equation [78,144,145]:

ntrap = Ptrap
th × α

E
(10)

The term α in Equation (10) stands for the absorption coefficient, whereas E represents
the energy of a single photon at the laser pulse wavelength. A higher accuracy in calculating
the total defect density can be achieved by using an increased pump fluence for PL emission.
Furthermore, this technique enables the estimation of defect densities in the surface and
bulk of the perovskite material. However, the depth of the defects’ energy level cannot be
inferred from its experimental data, which is the drawback of this technique.

3.7. Space Charge Limited Current (SCLC)

The SCLC technique is another widely used characterization tool for quantifying defect
density and carrier mobility and understanding defect-induced trap mechanisms inside
the PSCs [142,146–148]. In this technique, an adequately large electric field is applied to an
electron- or hole-only device via Ohmic contacts and a portion of the ejected electrons/holes
is trapped by the defects in perovskite, reducing the density of free charges and limiting
the current by the space-charge effect. The dark J-V curves obtained from this technique
exhibit three regions: the Ohmic or the linear region, trap-filling limit (TFL) region, and the
SCLC region, which is trap-free. The linear region represents the Ohmic response, where
current density and electric field intensity have a linear relation (I ∝ V). The trap-filling
region shows a rapid increase in the current with increasing the electric field (I ∝ Vn, n > 3),
where defect states are continuously filled until all the defects are filled as bias increases.
Subsequently, the SCLC trap-free region (I ∝ V2) occurs. The trap density (nt) can be
calculated using the following equation:

nt =
2εεoVTFL

qL2 (11)

where, ε represents the dielectric constants for the photoactive layer, ε0 represents the vac-
uum permittivity, L represents the thickness of the perovskite active layer, and q represents
the elementary charge. VTFL is the bias voltage required to occur the TFL region, which
can be obtained from the dark J-V by fitting (Figure 6b). The dielectric constant of the
photoactive layer (perovskite) can be calculated from Equation (12):

ε =
CgL
ε0A

(12)

where, Cg denotes the geometrical capacitance of the active layer, ε0 = 8.85 × 10−14 F·cm−1

is permittivity of free space, and A represents the active area of the device [149]. Note that
this technique only calculates the single type of defects for electron traps or hole traps at
a time.

3.8. Deep-Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS)

DLTS is a technique that is used to detect deep-level traps that are difficult to detect by
other characterization techniques [78,143,150,151]. It is significant because of its sensitivity,
ease of operation, and its ability to set a window for emission rates [150]. The DLTS utilizes
the variation in defect emission rates with temperature to define the energy difference
between one of the band edges and the defect states in the forbidden gap and to estimate the
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capture cross-section of the defects [143]. The capacitance transients are explored using the
DLTS technique by evaluating the variations in capacitance with variation in temperature
(from the temperature of liquid nitrogen to the room temperature or above). The defect
states are filled up by the charges generated under an initial low-temperature bias pulse.
In this case, the emitting rate of a trap state is much lower than its capturing rate and
the former can be neglected [78]. Upon increasing the temperature, if the emission rate is
found in the rate window, the DLTS peaks will gradually appear as shown in Figure 6c
(three peaks appear in control film denoted by A1, A2, and A3). The defect density can be
estimated directly from the capacitance change, corresponding to complete filling of the
trap states with a saturating injection pulse. The defect density at a particular temperature
can be calculated by Equation (13) [150]:

nt = 2(∆C/C)(NA −ND) (13)

where, ∆C represents the capacitance change due to a saturating injection pulse, C repre-
sents the capacitance of diode, and (NA − ND) denotes the net acceptor concentration on
the p side of the junction. Additionally, the ∆E of the defects below CB can be calculated by
Equation (14) [150]:

en =

(
σn〈vn〉

ND

gn

)
exp

[
− ∆E

KBT

]
(14)

In the above equation, the terms <νn>, en, and σn stands for the mean thermal velocity
of charge carriers, the rate of thermal emission of the trapped carriers, and the charge
capture cross-section, respectively. And gn and ND represents the degeneracy of the defect
and the effective density of states in the carrier band. ∆E stands for the energy separation
between the trap level and the minority-carrier band. DLTS is a useful technique providing
information related to concentration profile, electron- and hole-capture cross-section of
the different defects and the ∆E of defects. However, the minority charge trap states
might be missed in DLTS data as the forward current cannot fill them. Thus, a defect level
during the fall time of the pulse might be empty even if it is saturated during the injection
pulse [140,150]. Furthermore, the transient disappears, and defects (such as acceptors,
bound exciton, and donors form shallow centers) cannot be filled between pulses if the
optical emission rate is much lower than the thermal emission rate. Hence, a high thermal
emission rate makes the DLTS unable to observe shallow-level defects.

4. Novel Defect Management Strategies to Mitigate Defect-Induced Losses and
Instability Issues

The presence of disorderly lying defect states in perovskite solar cells is a well-known
issue that hinders both device efficiency and stability. Multilayered perovskite solar cells are
particularly susceptible to surface and interface defects during the fabrication process, with
ionic defects generated during thermal annealing and interfacial defects from nonradioac-
tive recombination centers leading to reduce the charge extraction and transport. In this
section, we will review recent progress in improving the performance and stability of the
PSCs through novel defect suppressing techniques, including compositional engineering,
additive engineering for surface and GB passivation, dimensionality engineering, and the
interfacial layers engineering.

4.1. Bulk or the Deep Level Defects Passivation Techniques
4.1.1. Compositional Engineering

Compositional engineering is one of the most successful techniques for regulating the
optoelectronic properties of perovskite thin films, including light absorption, carrier mobil-
ity, defect density, and carrier concentration. This method allows for the modification of the
perovskite film morphology and crystallinity through cationic or ionic doping [152,153].
For instance, the regular perovskite composition, MAPbI3, has corner-connected PbI6 octa-
hedra, with MA+ cations occupying the interstices. At room temperature, the pure MAPbI3
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phase is tetragonal. Generally, perovskites have the formula ABX3 (Figure 7a), where A
represents a mono-cation such as methylammonium (MA), which can be substituted with
formamidinium (FA), or cesium (Cs), or the mixed cations. B represents a metallic divalent
cation Pb2+, which can be substituted with Sn2+, and X represents iodide, which can be
substituted with other single or mixed halides. The flexibility to substitute A, B, or X ions in
the pure perovskite structure makes hybrid perovskites highly suitable for photovoltaic ap-
plications. This flexibility enables the customization of the optical and electrical properties
(Figure 7d–e) to meet specific requirements [154,155] Whether a particular composition can
form a perovskite crystal structure can be predicted by estimating Goldschmidt’s tolerance
factor t (Figure 7f), which is given by the equation, α = (rA+rx)√

2 (rB+rx)
, where rA, rB and rx are

the radii of ions in the perovskite ABX3 [156–158]. A perovskite can be stabilized when the
tolerance factor falls within the range of 0.8–1 [159]. It has been reported that the A-site
organic cation in lead halide perovskite lattice indirectly influences its structural stability
and electrical properties. The Pb-I-Pb bond angle and Pb-I bond length are likely affected
by the A-site cation, and the variation in these bond angles and lengths can influence
the valance band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) of perovskite
semiconductor [160,161]. Similarly, the alteration of the B-site cation or halide anion can
directly influence the VBM and CBM as the B-X bond determines band structure [161,162].
For instance, Park et al. claimed that excess lead iodide in the bulk perovskite can suppress
the halide vacancy and govern the crystal orientation in the vertical direction towards
the substrate [163].

Hence, the optoelectronic properties of perovskite are directly or indirectly influenced
by A- and B-site cations and X-site anions [153]. Engineering at the cationic or anionic sites
through mixed anions and cations or suitable substitution in standard perovskite structure
can suppress non-radiative recombination and improve PCE and stability. This section
reviews the progress made in PCE and stability in PSCs using different compositions.

X-site engineering: Early PSCs made with MAPbI3 exhibited low PCE due to poor
crystallinity and morphology of the perovskite film. However, Jeon et al. were able to
achieve a PCE of 16.2% by substituting Br for I in the perovskite composition and using
the anti-solvent dipping technique to suppress defects during crystal growth [164]. Noh
et al. also achieved a PCE of 12.3% by using a mixed halide MAPb(I1−xBrx)3 composition
to tune the bandgap and improve the device stability [165]. The mixed composition
MAPb(I1−xBrx)3 can tune the bandgap in the range from 1.53 eV to 2.97 eV (see Figure 7e)
and provides high-efficiency colored PSCs [165,166]. Additionally, the addition of Cl− to
MAPbI3 as an additive in the precursor has been shown to improve PCE by increasing
carrier diffusion length [167]. Mixed halide composition has proven effective in improving
perovskite film growth and tuning optoelectronic properties of the material, but the phase
segregation or halide segregation in mixed halide perovskite can still negatively impact
their stability.

Similarly, anion engineering with halides [168] or the pseudo halides such as thio-
cyanate (SCN−) [169], formate (HCOO−) [170] could also stabilize the α-phase FAPbI3
with optimized tolerance factor and reduced lattice constant. For example, in 2022, Jeong
and coworkers [170] reported that after introducing some trace of formamidine formate
(FAHCOO) (x mol %, x ≤ 4) into the perovskite precursor, the pseudo-halide anion formate
(HCOO−) can suppress anion-vacancy defects at the surface and GBs and enlarge the
crystal size of the formate-doped FAPbI3 (Fo-FAPbI3) film, which also achieve a high PCE
of 25.6% (certified 25.2%) as well as a long-term operational stability of 450 h.

Both A and X sites engineering: The large bandgap of MAPbI3 (∼1.55 eV), which
is greater than the Shockley–Queisser optimum of ∼1.4 eV for single-junction solar cells,
means that it cannot absorb the full solar spectrum. Doping with the larger formamidinium
(FA) cation can reduce the bandgap to around 1.48 eV (Figure 7d), improving optical and
electrical properties and leading to higher JSC and PCE of PSCs. Additionally, reports
suggest that the MA cation rotation can passivate deep-level defects such as iodide and
lead vacancies, making A-site cation more influential in the traps, charge transport, and
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light absorption of perovskite devices. FA is more thermally stable than MA cation, making
it a suitable doping candidate for device stability (Figure 7b–c). Pellet et al. reported
the first A-site doping with FA cation to fabricate mixed cation (MAxFA1−xPbI3) PSCs
in 2014. A-site engineering significantly improved light absorption, JSC, and the PCE of
the devices [171]. Further improvement in crystal morphology and phase stability was
realized when mixed cations and mixed halides were used [172]. Yang et al. reported
the fabrication of high-efficiency PSCs from mixed cations (MA, FA) and mixed halides
(iodine (I), bromine (Br)) solutions by a two-step spin-coating method, which suppressed
deep-level defects and maintained the α-phase of FAPbI3 perovskites [151]. The additional
I− passivated deep-level defects, and Br− improved the crystallinity of perovskite films.
The resulting perovskite had a bandgap of 1.51 eV, with a certified efficiency of 22.1% in
small area devices and 19.7% in 1 cm2.
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Figure 7. (a) The standard perovskite crystal structure ABX3. Reproduced with permission from
ref. [166]. Copyright 2014 Royal Society of Chemistry. (b,c) Replaceable cations at A-site in perovskite
lattice. Due to its volatile nature, MA cation thermally degrades at a temperature of 80 ◦C com-
pared to rubidium (Rb) or Cs, which are thermally more stable. Reproduced with permission from
ref. [173]. Copyright 2018 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (d) Ultraviolet-
visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectra for the APbI3 perovskites formed by tuning the bandgap with the
replacement of the A-cations, where A is either FA, MA, or Cs. Reproduced with permission from
ref. [166]. Copyright 2014 Royal Society of Chemistry. (e) Tauc plot for bandgap determination of
MAPbX3, where X is either I, Cl, or Br. (where the asterisk symbol (*) denotes the multiplication sign)
Reproduced with permission from ref. [153]. Copyright 2015 Wiley. (f) Energy difference between
α-phase and different δ-phases for FA1–xCsxPbI3 alloys with different Cs ratios. Reproduced with
permission from ref. [159] Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. (g) Illustration of maximum
achievable PCE and JSC theoretically as a function of the bandgap (Eg). Replacement of MA to FA
cation causes a moderately small change of 0.1 eV. While the halide change (I-Br) causes a large
change of 0.7 eV. Reproduced with permission from ref. [173]. Copyright 2018 American Association
for the Advancement of Science.

The addition of Cs to mixed organic cations (FA, MA) solution for the formation
of triple cation mixed halide perovskite has been shown to improve the stability and
photovoltaic performance of devices. PSCs fabricated from these perovskite solutions have
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a bandgap of up to 1.63 eV (Figure 7g) and produce higher VOC of 1.24 V [135]. In 2016,
Saliba et al. reported the use of triple cations perovskite solution for PSCs, resulting in
enhanced efficiency, stability, and reproducibility. They found that the addition of a small
amount of Cs in FA/MA-based solution prevented the photo-inactive yellow phase by
reducing the effective radius of FA/MA composite and bringing it close to the tolerance
factor of the cubic lattice. The resulting triple cation solution was able to crystalize into
defect-free high-quality films. With optimized cationic concentration, they achieved a PCE
of 21.1%, which remained at ∼18% after a standard test for 250 h [20].

In 2019, Matsui et al. [174] conducted experiments to explore the relationship between ther-
mal stability and the perovskite composition. They chose Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3
perovskite composition, which has previously been reported to be highly efficient and
thermally stable. They found that excess rubidium (Rb) in precursor suppressed the growth
of lead iodide (PbI2), even in PbI2-rich precursors. However, reducing the Br ratio in per-
ovskite crystal was necessary to prevent rubidium bromide (RbBr)-based aggregations that
decrease device performance. They determined that the optimized perovskite composition
for stability and PCE was Rb0.05Cs0.05FA0.75MA0.15Pb(I0.95Br0.05)3, which retained 92% of
its initial PCE of 20.6% after 1000 h of testing at the international standard of 85 ◦C/85%
relative humidity (RH).

Many reports confirm the little excess PbI2 in the precursor is better for GBs defects
passivation and elimination of hysteresis in planar PSCs. Jiang et al. [175] investigated the
effect of PbI2 content on hysteresis, PCE, and stability of mixed composition planar PSCs.
They found that a moderate amount of residual PbI2 at GBs was beneficial for passivating
GB defects and eliminating hysteresis in the devices, while too much residual PbI2 led to
lower stability and severe hysteresis. With an optimized PbI2 concentration, they achieved
a certified PCE of 20.9% in a device with an active area of 0.073 cm2, demonstrating higher
stability and efficiency without hysteresis.

Recently, Bu and coworkers [176] reported an efficient fabrication method for high-
quality FA/Cs perovskite films by incorporating methylammonium chloride (MACl), PbI2,
and potassium hexafluorophosphate (KPF6) in the FA0.88Cs0.12PbI3–perovskite precur-
sor solution. This approach significantly reduced the formation energy, enhanced the
crystallinity, and passivated both the GBs and the surface of the perovskite films. Conse-
quently, the resulting small-sized solar cells exhibited a high PCE of 24.02%, while the solar
mini-module with a size of 5 cm × 5 cm demonstrated a PCE of 20.5%.

Stabilizing the photoactive α-phase of FAPbI3: Compared to MAPbI3-based PSCs,
FAPbI3-based PSCs have a reduced bandgap of 1.48 eV due to the slightly larger size of
FA cation (Figure 7b–d), which enhances light absorption and potentially leads to higher
JSC and PCE closer to the SQ limit. However, their stability is comparatively lower than
that of MAPbI3-based perovskite due to their tolerance factor, which falls close to the
upper boundary of the Goldschmidt chart. Moreover, the structural instability of FAPbI3 at
room temperature remains a challenge as it can crystallize to an undesired, photo-inactive
hexagonal δ-phase with a wide bandgap [177] (Figure 8a,b). The room-temperature stable
hexagonal phase has a high tolerance factor and activation energy, which can be reduced
by using mixed cations, anions, or additives to promote the formation of the desired stable
black perovskite phase (see Figure 7f). However, even the trigonal photoactive α-phase
or a black perovskite phase is also sensitive to humidity and high α-phase transition
temperature, which makes this composition more challenging.

One approach to achieve the pure perovskite phase in FAPbI3 perovskite is by using
mixed cations and anions compositions. For example, Jeon et al. [33] reported stabilizing
the α-phase of FAPbI3 perovskite by modifying its precursor with methylammonium
lead tribromide (MAPbBr3), resulting in a high PCE exceeding 18% for an optimized
composition of (FAPbI3)0.85(MAPbBr3)0.15. However, additional halide content can increase
bandgap and cause halide segregation, leading to PSC instability. Another approach is
to form a thin layer of low dimensional perovskites on 3D perovskite, which has been
shown to stabilize the α-phase of FAPbI3-based PSCs. Guaninium (G) organic spacer-based
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low-dimensional perovskites have also been investigated, achieving a high PCE of up to
16% in the G2FA1−nPbnI3n+1 perovskites [178].

Recently, researchers have produced highly efficient FA-based PSCs by using additive
to stabilize its fast photoactive black phase and suppress the defect density. The use of
alkali metal cations along with mixed cations composition in the precursor solution can
help to improve morphology and stabilize the pure perovskite α-phase. For example, in
2018, Turren-Cruz et al. [173] achieved the highest stabilized PCE of 20.35% in optimized
Rb5Cs10FAPbI3 perovskite composition. Similarly, in 2019, Min et al. [179] reported the
highest stabilized PCE of 23.7% by stabilizing α-phase of MA+, Cs+, and Br− free pure
FAPbI3 with 3.8 (mol %) methylenediammonium dichloride (MDACl2) additive, where
MDA2+ cation doped into the lattice to stabilize the crystal structure and Cl− helped to
improve the morphology and the crystallization. In the same year, Kim et al. [180] used
40 mol % MACl to stabilize an intermediate α-phase FAPbI3 perovskite by cationic site
substitution, achieving a high certified PCE of 24.2%.

The lattice strain in FAPbI3 perovskite can produce vacancy defects due to the mis-
match between the size of the lead halide cage and the A-cation (Figure 8c–e), resulting
in the tilting of the PbX6 octahedra and distortion of the cage (Figure 8f). The introduc-
tion of isovalent, smaller ions can alleviate this lattice strain [181] (Figure 8g). In 2020,
Kim et al. [42] achieved a stabilized efficiency of 24.4% in FAPbI3-based PSCs by substitut-
ing FA sites with a very small amount (0.03 mol %) of methylenediammonium (MDA) and
cesium (Cs) cations. The synergistic effect of MDA and Cs cations lowered the lattice strain,
stabilized the perovskite black phase, and increased carrier lifetime by passivating defects.

Compositional engineering is an efficient approach to improving the performance
and stability of PSCs. Optoelectronic properties of perovskite are directly or indirectly
affected by both A- and B-site cations and X-site anions. Engineering at cationic or anionic
sites either by mixed anions and cations or suitable substitution in a standard perovskite
structure can lead to suppression of non-radiative recombination and improvement in PCE
and stability.

4.1.2. Bulk Passivation with Alkali Metal Cations

Defects such as iodine interstitials (Ii) in the perovskite absorber are generated during
the growth process, resulting in an accelerated non-radiative recombination of photo-
generated electron-hole pairs and decreased PCE of the perovskite devices. These iodine
interstitials can readily migrate due to their low activation energy (0.29 eV) [182], causing
undesirable current-voltage hysteresis and device instability [182,183]. Both the theoretical
and experimental results confirm that the introduction of alkali metal halides (potassium
iodide (KI), cesium iodide (CsI), lithium iodide (LiI), cesium chloride (CsCl), sodium
fluoride (NaF, etc.) into the perovskites solution effectively suppresses bulk defects as well
as defects along surface and GBs, inhibiting ions migration and anomalous hysteresis, and
thereby improving carrier lifetime and the overall device performance. Qiao et al. [184]
reported that the addition of alkali metal cations increases the defect formation energy
and reduces defect concentration. If defects are formed, alkalis strongly bind to them
and reduce their charge-trapping ability, thereby increasing carrier lifetime in MAPbI3.
Their simulation result shows that the carrier lifetime of the passivated perovskite layer is
extended seven times that of the control MAPbI3.

Abdi-Jalebi et al. demonstrated that the addition of an optimized amount of potas-
sium iodide (KI) solution in triple cations perovskite (Cs0.06FA0.79MA0.15)Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3
solution successfully suppresses the non-radiative recombination by passivating halide va-
cancies and eliminates hysteresis by suppressing photoinduced ion migration in perovskite
films [102]. The improvement in luminescence yields was attributed to the decrease in
bandgap and surface and GBs defects passivation by the formed layer of KI at the surface
of perovskite absorber layer. The origin of hysteresis in PSCs, as confirmed by several
theoretical studies, is not the migration of iodine vacancies but the formation of Iodine
Frenkel (I Frenkel) defects [41]. Based on density functional theory (DFT) calculations,
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it was reported that K+ ions with radii of 1.38 Å preferably occupy the interstitial sites
in the perovskite lattice than the other alkali metal ions and serve as the most effective
passivation agent for the elimination of hysteresis by avoiding the formation of Frenkel
defects. Son et al. [41] investigated the bulk defect passivation effect of KI, CsI, and LiI
alkali metal halides to eliminate hysteresis in mixed-cation-based PSCs. They reported that
KI in mixed-cation perovskite solution had a remarkable ability to avoid Frenkel defects
in the active layer compared to CsI and LiI. The elimination of hysteresis was ascribed to
iodide interstitial passivation with K+.
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corner-linked PbI6 octahedra, with the yellow polymorph containing linear chains of face-sharing
octahedra. Reproduced with permission from ref. [177]. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
(c–e) Representation of local strain in perovskite lattice. (d) which is reduced by the formation of
point defects. (e) or by the incorporation of small ions. (f) Schematic illustration of strain in (002)
plane, which can be suppressed by using small B or X-site ions. (g) Representative candidates that
reduce strain by doping at the B/X site. (h) PL spectra of CsFAMA perovskite control film and doped
with Cl and cadmium (Cd). Reproduced with permission from ref. [181]. Copyright 2018 Springer
Nature. (i) Photovoltaic performance of pristine and passivated devices with different concentrations
of MACl (10 mol %, 20 mol %, 30 mol %, 40 mol %, and 50 mol % denoted as MA-10 to MA-50,
respectively). (j) Steady state PL spectra of control perovskite film and passivated with MACl (MA-10
to MA-50). Reproduced with permission from ref. [180]. Copyright 2019, Elsevier.

Zhou et al. [39] demonstrated the passivation of both halide anionic and organic
cationic defects by dissolving a small amount of NaF in a triple-cation perovskite precursor
solution. They described that F− can make a strong chemical bond with N–H (N–H···F)
due to its high electronegativity, effectively passivating the organic cation vacancy and
suppressing its migration towards interfaces, expressively circumventing the degradation
of perovskite materials and improving the device stability. Due to its strong passivation
effects, the devices exhibited a certified high PCE of 21.3% and an outstanding extended
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stability of retaining 90% initial efficiency after 1000 h under nonstop illumination and
thermal stress of 85 ◦C.

4.1.3. Bulk Passivation with Divalent Metal Cations

Divalent metal cations such as calcium cation (Ca2+), strontium cation (Sr2+), europium
cation (Eu2+) etc. are frequently used to stabilize the perovskite α-phase and improving
device performance, particularly in the inorganic CsPbI2Br PSCs [185–187]. Han et al. [185]
reported the calcium chloride (CaCl2) in CsPbI2Br for n-type doping in perovskite lattice.
The Ca2+ ions passivated the GBs defects by combining with Cl− ions instead of incor-
porating in the lattice, increasing the Fermi level splitting, and delivering a very high
VOC of 1.32 V. The defect density decreased from 9.10 × 1015 cm−3 to 3.03 × 1015 cm−3 in
passivated devices. Wang et al. reported the addition of europium ion pair of Eu3+-Eu2+

acting as a “redox shuttle” to oxidize deep-level Pb cluster (Pb0) defect and reduce I0 defect
in a cyclical redox transition process in PSCs [187]. The redox shuttle transfers electrons
to I0 defects from Pb0, where Pb0 is oxidized to Pb2+ by the Eu3+ cation and the formed
Eu2+ concurrently reduces I0 to I−. The passivated devices demonstrated a high PCE of
21.52% and improved long-term stability by retaining 90% of the initial efficiency after
8000 h. Similarly, the Sr2+ has been reported for partial substitution of toxic lead with less
toxic doped strontium metal and its strong defects passivation in inorganic PSCs. The
doped Sr enriched the CsPbI2Br surface and increased the FF and VOC by passivating
the defects [186].

4.1.4. Bulk Passivation with Transition Metal Halides

Transition element halides such as NiCl2, NbF5, manganese ion (Mn2+), and cadmium
iodide (CdI2), have been employed to suppress the formation of deep-level defects Pb0

and undercoordinated I− ions and I-rich antisites), thereby improving the performance
and structural/phase stability of PSCs [43,44,188]. These transition metals, having filling
d-orbits, can form strong bonds with various ligands to create stable coordination and
effectively suppress migration.

For example, Wang et al. [43] added NiCl2 in PbI2 to form the MAPbI3 perovskite
layer by a two-step sequential deposition. The solubility difference between NiCl2 and PbI2
enabled the penetration of methylamine iodide (MAI) in PbI2 and produced perovskite
films with large and uniform-sized grains. They found that the addition of Ni2+ ions into
the interstices of the PbI2 lattice results in strong electron interaction among Ni2+ with
MA cations containing lone pair electrons and octahedral PbI6

4− during the growth of
MAPbI3. This process effectively suppresses the formation of Pb0 and trap sites of antisite
defects PbI3

−. The Ni2+ ions also chemisorb at GBs to provide effective passivation, further
suppressing the formation of antisite defects. Consequently, the optimized addition of 3%
Ni2+ cations led to a significant improvement in photoluminescence lifetime from 285 to
732ns and a high PCE of 20.61%, as well as improved device moisture stability.

In another study, Liu et al. [44] added NbF5 in the perovskite precursor solution,
which efficiently suppressed the undesired yellow δ-phase typically formed in FA-based
perovskite film processes and promoted the development of the desired α-phase. This
addition enhanced the crystallinity, optical absorption, and moisture tolerance of per-
ovskite films through the passivation of trap states. Additionally, doping the B-site with
Cd2+ by adding CdI2 in the precursor solution can suppress halide vacancy defects in
Cs0.05MA0.15FA0.8PbI2.55Br0.45 (CsMAFA)-mixed PSCs, resulting in an increase in their
formation energy (Figure 8h). The Cd-I bond is stronger than Pb-I due to the high elec-
tronegativity difference between I and Cd, immobilizing the ion migration and improving
humidity and light stability [181,189]. Bai et al. also reported that the addition of Mn2+

cation in the CsPbI2Br precursors slowed down nucleation, delaying the crystal growth
rate to attain high crystalline perovskite thin films [188].

In short, metal cations are effective passivation agents that can eliminate the forma-
tion of deep-level defects and suppress hysteresis and ion migration to improve device
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stability and performance. However, more in-depth investigation is required to determine
whether the metal cations passivate the GBs and surface defects or are located within the
perovskite lattices.

4.1.5. Bulk Passivation with Halide Anions

The halogen ions such as Cl−, F−, I− are commonly used as additives in perovskite
solutions to control the perovskite crystal growth process, suppress defects, and improve
the morphology of the perovskite absorber layer [190]. These ions can be introduced by
adding compounds such as ammonium chloride (NH4Cl), lead chloride (PbCl2), CsCl, CsI,
MACl, lithium fluoride (LiF), formamidine chloride (FACl), NbF5, trimethylammonium
chloride (TACl), and N,1-diiodoformamidine (DIFA). Among them, Cl− is the most ex-
tensively studied ion, as it can improve the morphology of perovskite film by slowing
down crystallization and enlarging grain size. Even though Cl− can quickly escape during
thermal annealing, the residue can improve device performance by passivating defects
at the GBs [191,192]. For example, Kim et al. achieved a remarkable PCE of 24.02% in
FAPbI3-based PSCs by adding an optimized 40 mol % MACl to the precursor solution [180].
They found that MA+ could passivate the cationic defects, while the Cl− anion reduced
the activation energy needed to transform intermediates to the black photoactive phase
of FAPbI3 films, thereby improving and stabilizing the perovskite structure and the de-
vice performance (Figure 8i, j). F− ions, due to the high electronegativity of fluorine, can
effectively make extended hydrogen bonds (N–H· · · F) with organic cations (MA+/FA+)
and ionic bonds with undercoordinated Pb2+. This suppresses defect density and impedes
the halide anions and organic cations diffusion/migration. Liu et al. used NbF5 as an
additive in FA-based PSCs, which facilitated obtaining photoactive perovskite α-phase
by suppressing the formation of unwanted δ-phase [44]. Due to the passivation effects of
F− ions, the defect density was reduced from 1.75 × 1015 to 0.8 × 1015 cm−3, which is a
more than 50% reduction in overall defect density. Li et al. added N,1-diiodoformamidine
(DIFA) additive to FA0.85MA0.15PbI3 perovskite solution to suppress non-radiative recom-
bination losses caused by halogen vacancies (VI) trap states and the GBs defects [193].
They found that the DIFA additive improved moisture stability due to its hydrophobic
C-I groups [194]. Due to the passivation of VI, the iodide vacancy, and the GBs defects
were significantly decreased, while the PCE was improved from 19.07% to 21.22%. Finally,
replacing the iodine with Br in the PbI6

4− octahedra improves the perovskite film quality,
crystal structure, and optoelectronic properties due to the change in the bandgap [195–197].
The addition of Br can suppress the defects along the GBs and induce a significant bending
of the potential barrier [198].

4.2. Grain Boundaries Passivation

The ionic nature of the perovskites results in solution-processed polycrystalline thin
films with a high density of defect states at the surface and GBs. These defects can dra-
matically suppress the PCE and induce instability in the PSCs [199]. GBs are particularly
susceptible to defect accumulation, as confirmed by the fast photoluminescence decay
in non-passivated perovskite film [200]. To mitigate this issue and improve stability and
performance, various additives have been explored for electronic defect passivation at GBs,
including ionic liquids, zwitterions, Lewis bases/acids, quantum dots, small amino acid
molecules and alkylamine ligands [201–203].

4.2.1. GBs Passivation with Alkyl Salts

The performance of p-i-n structure perovskite is generally inferior to regular n-i-p PSCs.
However, Zheng et al. [204] reported the high-efficiency inverted PSCs (Figure 9a) by using
trace amount (<0.3 mol.%) of long-chain alkylamine ligands (AALs) including phenethy-
lamine (PEA), n-butylamine (BA), oleylamine (OA), and octylamine (OAm) directly in
the mixed cation perovskite precursors in one-step coating method. The long alkyl chain
increases moisture stability while the amine group passivates the A-side vacancy defects.
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Octylamine was found to have a stronger passivation effect than other alkylamine ligands,
with a large improvement in carrier lifetime from 114 ns in pristine to 1049 ns in OAm
passivated perovskite films. Furthermore, the passivated devices demonstrated a lower
trap density of 4.4 × 1022 m−3 eV−1 at shallower energy (0.32 eV) than 1 × 1023 m−3 eV−1

at 0.35 eV in pristine film at room temperature (300 K; Figure 9c). The improved film
quality and optoelectronic properties resulting from optimized passivation of OAm led
to a significant improvement in VOC from 1.06 V to 1.17 V and PCE from 20.5% to 23.0%
(see Figure 9b). Moreover, the passivated devices displayed remarkable thermal stability,
with no reduction in PCE after 1000 h or continuous operation under AM1.5 illuminations,
while the control devices rapidly lost 42% of their initial PCE after only 350 h.
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Figure 9. (a) Device structure of inverted planar perovskite solar cell. (b) J-V characteristics of
mixed cation PSCs with the addition of AALs with different alkyl-chain lengths (PEA, BA, OA,
OAm). (c) Trap density of states (tDOS) deduced from temperature-dependent C-f plots for the
pristine device and the passivated devices with AALs. Reproduced with permission from ref. [204].
Copyright 2020 Springer Nature. (d) Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) spectra and (e) PLQE
trace spectra measured under a 450 nm laser after 120s illumination of perovskite films with different
amounts of PMAI (0, 0.64, 1.28, and 1.92 mol % in precursors referred to as control, P1, P2, and
P3, respectively). (f) A plot of the diffusion length vs. lifetime ratio for estimating the carrier
diffusion lengths in the control and P2 films. Reproduced with permission from ref. [205]. Copyright
2020 Wiley.

More recently, Zhu et al. [205] reported on the addition of trace amounts of phenyl-
methylammonium iodide (PMAI) to perovskite precursor for the passivation of organic
and halide vacancy defects at GBs. The optimized amount of PMAI was found to regulate
the crystal structure, passivate the defects (Figure 9d), and reduce the electron-phonon
coupling of the photogenerated carriers. The passivated perovskite films exhibited a long
carrier diffusion length exceeding 5 µm and a very long carrier lifetime exceeding 6 µs
(Figure 9f) as well as a superior radiative efficiency of 13.59 ± 0.89% (Figure 9e). Finally,
they achieved a high PCE of 23.32% with a minimal VOC deficit of 0.39 V.
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4.2.2. GBs Passivation with Zwitterions

Zwitterions are widely reported passivation agents which can coordinate with both
positively charged undercoordinated Pb2+ cationic defects and negatively charged Pb-
I antisite defects, because they have both electron donor and acceptor groups. Thus,
they are also known as bifunctional molecules [206]. In 2017, Zheng et al. developed
and reported three zwitterion molecules (L-α-phosphatidylcholine, choline chloride, and
choline iodide) for passivating cationic and anionic defects in FA0.85MA0.15Pb(I0.85Br0.15)3-
based PSCs [201]. All three passivators showed a remarkable improvement in VOC and
increased carrier lifetimes, with choline chloride delivering the best results, demonstrating
a big improvement in VOC from 1.03 V to 1.14 V with only 0.39 V deficit and PCE from
19.2% to 21.0%. The devices stored in ambient conditions showed no change in PCE after
800 h. In 2018, they developed 3-(decyldimethylammonio)-propane-sulfonate inner salt
(DPSI) and added 0.04 wt% in FA0.85MA0.15Pb(Br0.15I0.85)3 precursor for controlling the
crystallization of bladed coated films and the passivation of VI and VMA with sulfonic
anions and quaternary ammonium cations in DPSI. The synergetic effect of DPSI boosted
the PCE up to 21.1% in 0.08 cm2 and 18.3% in 1 cm2 planar PSCs, displaying remarkable
improvement in stability under illumination [207].

In another report, Cai et al. introduced trimethylammonium chloride (TACl) in the
perovskite precursor to suppress GBs defects and the trap states [208]. This passivation
significantly extended the carrier diffusion length and enabled a significant improvement
in PCE from 19.1% to 20.9%. Liu et al. [209] added (0.1 wt%) zwitterion surfactant tetrade-
cyldimethyl (3-sulfopropyl) ammonium hydroxide (TAH) in perovskite precursors for
room temperature meniscus coating of perovskite films. This multifunctional additive
improves perovskite ink adhesion on hydrophobic HTL (PTAA) and also improves the
moisture stability of the devices. Furthermore, the remarkable improvement in carrier
mobility and carrier lifetimes, and suppressed defect density of the passivated devices are
attributed to the strong passivation of surface and GBs defects by the zwitterionic moieties
of TAH. Thus, the strong passivation effect of TAH enabled a large improvement in PCE
from 19.7% to 22.0% in inverted MAPbI3 PSCs. Nevertheless, more in-depth investiga-
tion of the passivation mechanism and its impact on device stability is needed due to the
multifunctional effects of zwitterions.

4.2.3. GBs Passivation by Lewis Base Molecules

A diverse range of Lew7is base molecules, including molecules, polymers, and π-
conjugated materials containing electron donor sulfur (S), nitrogen (N), and oxygen (O)
atoms, are employed for passivating defects in PSCs [210–213]. These molecules can
effectively suppress the undercoordinated Pb2+ or Pb cluster defects at GBs or the surface
of perovskite thin films by forming Lewis adducts with defective trap-states when an
optimized small quantity is added in the precursor solution.

Sanith et al. [47] initiated defects passivation with Lewis bases using pyridine and
thiophene as organic Lewis bases in their study. They demonstrated that the undercoordi-
nated Pb2+ defects are passivated by the lone pair of electrons on the S atom of thiophene
and the N atom of pyridine by forming coordination bonds. Gao et al. [214] added the
sulfur-containing defects passivation agent, thiourea, to the perovskite to improve the
stability and performance of devices. The addition of thiourea in the precursor solution
facilitated the improvement of thin-film crystallization and the development of lath-shaped
grains, suppressing the ion migration. Furthermore, a Pb-S bond is formed at the outermost
layer of perovskite, passivating the interfacial defects and improving the oxygen, light, and
thermal stability of the devices. These passivation effects enabled them to achieve a high
PCE of 19.57% in 0.1 cm2 and 17.67% in 1.0 cm2 active areas.

Small molecules containing conjugated carboxyl (C = O) groups have also been proven
to improve stability and passivate GBs defects in PSCs with their O donor carboxyl groups.
For example, Wang et al. [53] introduced 1,3,7-trimethylxanthine, also known as caffeine,
in MAPbI3 precursor solution to improve PCE and thermal stability of the devices. The
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additive has two conjugated carboxyls (C = O) groups that passivate positively charged
defects by strongly interacting with Pb2+ and suppress ionic migration. Moreover, it can
slow down the crystallization process to obtain preferred crystallinity and morphology.
Thus, the improvement in electronic properties with caffeine passivation resulted in a high
PCE of 20.25%. The passivated devices retained 85% of their initial PCE after 1300 h of
continuous heating at 85 °C.

Li et al. [27] used quinolinic acid, consisting of multiple functional groups: two
carboxylic acid (–COOH) groups and one pyridine group, to provide passivation at multiple
defect sites. The O donor in a carboxylic acid group passivates the defect site associated
with undercoordinated Pb2+ ions while the N donor in a pyridine group passivates another
defect site associated with I vacancies, or vice versa, by donating their lone pair electrons.
This achieved multiple defect site passivation, inducing a “double passivation” effect, and
leading to a two-times increase in VOC compared to passivation by carboxylic acid or
pyridine alone.

4.2.4. GBs Passivation with Lewis Acids

Lewis acids are also often used as additives in precursor solution or incorporated in
antisolvent for in-situ passivation during the deposition and crystallization of perovskite
films. By adding a small amount of electron acceptor Lewis acids, electron-rich defects
such as Pb-I antisite or the undercoordinated iodide (I−) ions with extraneous electron
pairs can be passivated. For example, fullerene (C60) and its derivatives (indene-C60 bis-
adduct (ICBA), [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) etc.) have shown good
passivation effects due to the strong electron-accepting ability of their fullerene spherical
structure. In a study by Wu et al. [215] the addition of PCBM in PbI2 precursor solution
was shown to form pinhole-free perovskite thin films by a two-step deposition method.
The added PCBM passivated the negatively charged vacancy defects at GBs. Although
PCBM does not exist in the lattice. It was distributed along the GBs due to its too large
size, as confirmed by electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) mapping. The improved
quality and optoelectronic properties of perovskite films led to a high FF of 0.82 and a
high PCE of 16%. In another similar study by Xu et al. [87], it was revealed that accepting
electrons from electron-rich PbI3

− antisite and the undercoordinated I− defects can change
the spherical shape of fullerenes. They proved that thermodynamically, PCBM is inclined
to interact with the Pb-I antisite defects at the GBs and surfaces. Wu et al. [216] reported
the use of ICBA and PCBM in CH3NH3PbI3-xClx precursor as Lewis acid additives. They
achieved better device performance with ICBA than PCBM due to higher solubility in N,
N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent. The addition of a small amount of ICBA effectively
suppressed hysteresis and improved the PCE up to 18.14%, which is higher than the 16.54%
obtained in PCBM-passivated device and the 15.49% obtained in the control device.

Zhang et al. [217] mixed α-bis-PCBM Lewis acid additive in antisolvent to promote
preferred grain growth and passivation of Pb3

− antisite defects in mixed cations perovskite
simultaneously. They reported the improvement in efficiency, stability, and reproducibility
with α-bis-PCBM passivation compared to PCBM passivation. The electrons extraction and
transportation process were also improved with the α-bis-PCBM passivation. Consequently,
a high PCE of 20.8% was delivered by α-bis-PCBM-passivated devices compared to 19.9%
by PCBM-passivated devices and 18.8% by control devices.

4.2.5. GBs Passivation with Polymers

The long-chain polymers composed of different donor functional groups are com-
monly used in PSCs to improve their stability and performance by passivating defects
predominantly at the GBs [57,211,218]. Due to their large molecular size, they can distribute
along the GBs rather than being incorporated in the perovskite lattice and prevent the
moisture penetration through GBs.

Huang et al. [200] designed a new small amino-acid type D-4-tert-butylphenylalanine
(D4TBP) molecule for passivating GBs defects in the inverted PSCs (Figure 10a). The
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molecule, designated by molecular engineering, contains carboxyl, amine functional groups,
and benzene ring, all of which suppress the electronic defect states on the surface and
GBs without decreasing the grain size (Figure 10b). The amino acids are distributed along
GBs rather than being doped in the crystal or staying on the surface, which is confirmed
by obtaining the same PL results regardless of measuring from the top or bottom sides.
Thermal admittance spectroscopy (TAS), PL, and TRPL results demonstrated a suppression
in trap density and non-radiative recombination. With the optimized quantity of 7.5% mM
additive in the precursors, VOC was enhanced from 1.08 to 1.20 V with a minimal deficit of
0.34 V (Figure 10c), and the PCE was improved from 19.7% to 21.4%.

Zhao et al. [219] introduced a facile GBs defect passivation technique during the in-situ
polymerization process by adding dimethyl itaconate (DI) with C = C and C = O functional
groups in the PbI2 precursor solution. The DI monomer goes through polymerization
during the annealing of initially deposited PbI2. This in-situ polymerization of monomers
left the as-formed layer of bulky polymer onto the GBs of PbI2. Due to the strong PbI2-
polymer interaction, a higher energy barrier to the formation of the perovskite crystals
by the reaction of formamidinium lead (FAI) with PbI2 in the second step is created
(Figure 10d). This energy barrier contributes to the formation of an enlarged grain size.
Furthermore, the defect density was reduced by the passivation of undercoordinated
Pb2+ with the carbonyl groups of polymers deposited at GBs, resulting in a high PCE of
23.0%. Li et al. [220] selected the b-poly (1,1-difluoroethylene) as a polymer dipole, which
suppressed ion migration and facilitated interfacial charge extraction, achieving excellent
stability even under severe thermal cycling.
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and with other passivation molecules including phenylpropionic acid (PAc), phenethylamine (PEA),
valine (VA), phenylalanine (PAA) and D4TBP. (c) J-V cure of device with VOC deficit of only 0.34 V. Re-
produced with permission from ref. [200]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (d) Schematic
illustration of polymerization-assisted grain growth (PAGG) process. Reproduced with permission
from ref. [219]. Copyright 2020 Wiley.

4.2.6. GBs Passivation by Multifunctional Agents

The use of multifunctional passivation molecules in PSCs has become increasingly
popular due to their ability to improve both device stability and performance by simulta-
neously passivating multiple trap-assisted recombination pathways [221]. For example,
Cai et al. [222] reported 2,2-difluoropropanediamide (DFPDA), a multifunctional molecule,
into the FA0.85MA0.15PbI3 precursor solution. DFPDA contains fluorine, carbonyl, and
amino groups, which can passivate undercoordinated Pb2+ defects by making a chemical
bond with carbonyl group, suppress ion migration by immobilizing the iodide by amino
group, and increase the moisture stability by making a barrier on the perovskite film with
fluorine group. Furthermore, DFPDA can also slow down the rate of crystallization to
improve the crystallinity of the films. As a result, the PCE of the champion device was
improved from 20% to 22.21% with extended moisture and thermal stability.

More recently, Wu et al. [223] added multifunctional additive scandium trifluoromethane-
sulfonate (Sc(OTF)3) to inverted MAPbI3−xClx PSCs. The additive contains negatively
charged sulfonic groups, fluorine atoms, and the positive Sc3+ ion. The combination of
these functional groups enabled the formation of perovskite films with improved morphol-
ogy and fewer GB defects [224]. Additionally, Sc(OTF)3 can suppress the ion migration
and improve stability by making hydrogen bonding with the MA+ cations. As a result,
the PCE of the champion device was improved from 18.02% to 20.63%. In another study,
Niu et al. [46] reported on the use of multifunctional semiconductor molecules with Lewis
acid and base functional groups for the GB passivation in MAPbI3-based PSCs. This
passivation led to a high PCE of 19.3% due to the reduced defect density and improved
carrier lifetime.

4.2.7. GBs Passivation with Ionic liquids (ILs)

Many research groups have highlighted the multifunctional role of ionic liquids (ILs) in
the development of PSCs. The structure of ILs contains large cationic functional groups and
organic or inorganic anions, and the strong electrostatic force between ions enables them to
minimize both negative (halide vacancies) and positive defects (Pb2+), thereby improving
device performance, structural, thermal, and humidity stability of the perovskite devices.

For instance, Zhang et al. [225] optimized three imidazolium iodide-based ILs with
side-chain functional groups –CH2C ≡CH, –CH2–CH=CH2, and –CH2C≡N (abbreviated
as CC3, CC2, and CN respectively) as dopants in MAPbI3 precursor. They reported that the
PSCs prepared with CC2 salt as passivation dopant following the amine fumigation step
had higher PCE than control devices. A higher PCE of 19.21% in the CC2-doped device was
attributed to the formation of PbI3

– anions when PbI2 reacts with CC2, which improved
physical properties, crystallinity, and the stability of the device.

In another study, Wang et al. [226] systematically studied and developed ionic liquid
additive 1-alkyl-4-amino-1,2,4-triazolium (abbreviated as RATZ), in which R can be ethyl,
butyl, octyl, and ATZ stands for 4-amino-1,2,4-triazolium, in MAPbI3 precursor to improve
PCE and stability of the devices. The ILs molecule contains amino (–NH2) which can
coordinate Pb2+ trap-states at the surface, and GBs and the alkyl chain in water-soluble
triazolium can form a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) on perovskite, thereby improving
the PCE from 16.13% to 20.03% and retaining 80% of the initial PCE at a relative humidity
of 40% measured after 3500 h.

Bai et al. [227] introduced 0.3 mol. % ionic liquid 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetraflu-
oroborate (BMIMBF4) in mixed cations and mixed halides perovskite precursor, which
improved the PCE from 18.5% to 19.8%, and the device demonstrated remarkable extended
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thermal stability by retaining 95% of initial PCE when heated at 75 ◦C for more than 1800 h.
The improvement in performance was attributed to the enhancement of grain size and
suppression of ion migration by the passivation of BMIMBF4. And Li et al. [228]. used
the ionic liquid n-butylammonium acetate (BAAc) to modulate the crystallization and
nucleation process. The target perovskite film with the addition of 5 m% BAAc showed
excellent hydrophobicity, oxidation resistance, reduced defect density, and preferential
crystal orientation, owing to the tin coordination with specific O. . .Sn chelating bonds and
N-H. . .X hydrogen bonds.

Recently, Zhu et al. [229] reported the use of ionic liquid 1,3-dimethyl-3-imidazolium
hexafluorophosphate (DMIMPF6) in FAPbI3 precursor to decrease the energy barrier be-
tween the HTL and the perovskite and to passivate surface defects such as Pb-I antisite
and Pb-cluster. Their experimental and theoretical results revealed that the DMIM+ in
IL additive forms a bond with undercoordinated Pb2+ to effectively passivate the surface
defects, thereby leading to the suppression of non-radiative recombination and improve-
ment of efficiency and stability. Due to significant suppression of defect density (from
Nt = 9.01 × 1015 cm−3 to Nt = 6.04 × 1015 cm−3), the passivated devices delivered a high
PCE of 23.25% with enhanced stability.

4.2.8. GBs Passivation with Quantum Dots (QDs)

Numerous reports have confirmed that effectiveness of using quantum dots (QDs)
as agents for passivating surface and GBs defects passivation agents in PSCs, thereby
improving and stabilizing their performance [230,231]. Carbon QDs, possessing amino,
hydroxyl and the carbonyl functional groups, can passivate electronic defects at the GBs,
suppressing non-radiative recombination [232,233]. For instance, Huang et al. reported
the passivation of undercoordinated Pb2+ trap states at GBs by adding carbon QDs with
carbonyl and hydroxyl passivation groups. The passivated perovskite films displayed
extended carrier lifetime, and higher PL intensity than control perovskite thin films and
the corresponding passivated devices demonstrated a higher PCE of 18.24% than that of
control MAPbI3 devices (15.67%).

Similarly, Chen et al. [234] added n-type multifunctional goethite quantum dots
(FeOOH QDs) to induce preferred heterogeneous nucleation. The iron and oxygen of
FeOOH QDs passivated the undercoordinated ions through Lewis acid-base adducts
(Figure 11a). Moreover, the interaction between iron and –OH of FeOOH QDs and per-
ovskite suppressed the migration of I− and MA+. The use of QDs in antisolvent during the
film-forming process was also reported for passivating surface and GBs defects and forming
high-quality perovskite films with large grain size (Figure 11b,c). Yang et al. introduced
CsPbBr3-QDs into antisolvent, and due to their strong passivation effects, the PCE of triple
cations PSCs boosted to 21.03% with high VOC of 1.19 V.

Recently, Mathews et al. [235] reported the GBs defects passivation by dispersing
hybrid perovskite quantum dots Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)0.95PbBr3 (QDs-Cs5) on the
(FAPbI3)x(MAPbBr3)1−x perovskite films. The passivated device with an optimized con-
centration of QDs showed remarkable improvement in PLQY from 4.4% to 11.2%, carrier
lifetime from 168 to 201 ns, and reduction in defect density from 6.97 × 1015 cm−3 to
3.19 × 1015 cm−3. Therefore, the devices exhibited a high PCE of 21%, retaining 90% of this
value after 550 h of continuous illumination. The usage of fluorographene quantum dots
(FGQDs) in flexible PSC was also reported, producing a high PCE of 20.40% [236].
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4.2.9. GBs Passivation with Oxides

Oxides of metals and nonmetals are found to be effective in stabilizing the performance
of PSCs by passivating defects. The oxides of Group IV B and II A elements, such as silicon
dioxide (SiO2), aluminium oxide (Al2O3), sodium oxide (Na2O), lithium oxide (Li2O),
and boron oxide (B2O3), are especially useful due to their high thermal stability. These
oxides have been reported to suppress GBs and interfacial defects, thereby improving the
stability and performance of the device. For example, Bai et al. [138] demonstrated the
formation of a layer of oligomeric silica (OS) on the perovskite surface during crystallization
in the presence of limited water (Figure 11d). Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) was added
to the precursor solution, through hydrolysis and condensation, the perovskite grains
were wrapped by a layer of OS. This OS layer passivated the undercoordinated Pb2+

defects at GBs and on the perovskite surface with its oxygen atoms (−OCH2CH3 group).
Furthermore, the OS wrapping layer acted as a barrier to external moisture and hindered
ion migration, thus improving the moisture and thermal stability of the devices. This
approach led to a larger average photovoltage and a lower tDOS over the entire trap depth
region (Figure 11e,f) and increased carrier lifetime, resulting in a high PCE of 21.1% with
VOC up to 1.16 V.

4.3. Surface Defects Passivation by Post-Treatments

Non-radiative charge recombination assisted by surface traps is a crucial limitation to
achieving high efficiency in PSCs. During the necessary annealing step, organic cations
are volatile, and surface trap states, such as undercoordinated lead cations and halide
anions, are easily formed on the surface, while some alkylammonium spacers could form
2D perovskite on the 3D bulk perovskite for surface defects passivation as well as a barrier
to humidity and oxygen [237]. The disjointed structure of perovskite crystal, due to the
undercoordinated lead cations and halide anions, leads to the formation of dangling bonds
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on the surface, which could cause the non-radiative recombination losses and deteriorate
the photovoltaic device performance. Recent studies have shown that the density of deep
traps on the surface is one to two higher orders of magnitude higher than that in bulk [238].
Therefore, passivation of surface defects is critical to achieving the theoretically calculated
PCE value for single-junction PSCs. This section reviews post-treatments for the passivation
of surface defects after the crystallization of perovskite thin films.

4.3.1. Post-Treatment with Lewis Acids

Lewis acids can effectively passivate not only GB defects by their addition in precursor
solution or in antisolvents but also electron-rich defects (undercoordinated I−) on the
surface through post-treatment of crystallized perovskite films. Negative defects act as
Lewis bases and donate their electrons to surface passivating Lewis acid, thus forming a
Lewis adduct to passivate the surface defects and improve the overall performance of the
perovskite device. For instance, Huang et al. [90] coated a very thin layer of PCBM on the top
surface of perovskite and confirmed through thermal admittance spectroscopy results that
the fullerene derivative had passivated the defects on the surface and at the GBs. The surface
treatment eliminated the photocurrent hysteresis and doubled the PCE by suppressing trap
density up to two orders of magnitude. Similarly, Sanith et al. [167] immersed annealed
perovskite film in a Lewis acid iodopentafluorobenezene (IPFB) solution. Using nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) measurement, they confirmed that the IPFB with halogen
bonds had a partial positive charge which could coordinate with undercoordinated I−

traps on the surface (Figure 12e,f). Recently, Yang et al. [239] treated the perovskite surface
with Lewis acid tris(pentafluorophenyl)phosphine (TPFP) and achieved a high PCE of
22.02% with a VOC of 1.14 V and FF of 0.82, while the PCE of control device was only
18.05%. The TPFP has phosphorus-substituted benzene rings, which are connected through
a less electronegative phosphorus atom compared with a fluorine atom, bearing a partial
positive charge. This remarkable device performance is attributed to the passivation of the
undercoordinated I− ions on the surface with a partial positive charge on the phosphorus
atom. Moreover, the IPFB surface treatment also improves moisture stability due to the
hydrophobic nature of the aromatic rings substituted by F.
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of trap states. Reproduced with permission from ref. [45]. Copyright 2016 Wiley. (d) Thiophene or
pyridine molecules can donate electron density to the Pb and form a coordinate or dative covalent
bond, effectively neutralizing the excess positive charge in the crystal. Reproduced with permission
from ref. [47]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. (e) Solid-state 13C NMR spectra for neat
IPFB and IPFB adsorbed onto the surface of perovskite film. (f) 19F NMR collected on neat IPFB
adsorbed onto the perovskite surface. Inset in (f): zoom-in at−120 ppm. Reproduced with permission
from ref. [167]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. (g) Schematic illustration of the surface
engineering of perovskite film. Surface molecular structure and mechanism of carrier extraction
based on clean and functionalized films are depicted. Reproduced with permission from ref. [60].
Copyright 2018 Wiley. (h) Schematic diagram of the interfacial surface passivation mechanism by
organic compounds with multifunctional groups and corresponding device structure used in the
passivation. Reproduced with permission from ref. [240]. Copyright 2020 Royal Society of Chemistry.

4.3.2. Post-Treatment with Lewis Base Molecules and Functional Groups

Lewis base small molecules with N, S or O donors, long-chain polymers with π-
conjugated functional groups such as carbonyl (–C = O) and cyanide, having delocalized
electrons, and molecules with benzene rings and amino donor groups are commonly used
to passivate undercoordinated Pb2+ or Pb cluster produced by halogen vacancies [213].
Post-treatments of perovskite active layers with such long-chain polymers improve both
efficiency and the moisture stability of the device [241].

In perovskite solar cells, surface defects passivation with Lewis bases was first initiated
by Noel et al. [47]. They employed thiophene with S donors and pyridine with N donors
for surface treatment, which passivated the under-coordinate Pb2+ defects by lone pair of
electrons on the S atom of thiophene and the N atom of pyridine by forming coordination
bonds (Figure 12d). Between these two additives, the pyridine demonstrated a better
passivation effect than thiophene due to the higher electronegativity of the N atom than
the S atom of thiophene. Therefore, the strong electron-donating ability enables pyridine
to coordinate more strongly with Pb2+. Moreover, according to the calculation result of
density functional theory (DFT), the N atom on pyridine also preferentially binds to Pb
atoms terminating the surface, thereby decreasing the vertical growth rate and enabling
the formation of a 2D perovskite nanostructure [242]. Later, the hydrophobic polymer
poly(4-vinylpyridine) (PVP) was employed to suppress the undercoordinated Pb2+ defects
with pyridine [243]. Thus, the surface treatment with PVP efficiently passivates the trap
states responsible for non-radiative recombination at the surface. Furthermore, the surface
passivation with thiophene derivatives having thiophene rings has been widely reported
to enhance charge transfer and collection at the interface, along with defects passivation
with their highly delocalized π-electrons leading to enhanced moisture stability [244]
(Figure 12g). Lin et al. introduced a π-conjugated Lewis base indacenodithiophene end-
capped with 1.1-dicyanomethylene-3-indanone (IDIC) to passivate the Lewis acid defects
(Figure 12a) on the surface and GBs of MAPbI3 perovskite layer. The formed Lewis adducts
(Figure 12b) can passivate the trap states and improved the charge charge-extraction
(Figure 12c) [45].

Yang et al. [245] investigated three small molecules, theobromine, theophylline, and
caffeine with common passivation groups (–C = O) in their structure to passivate Pb2+

defects on the surface by post surface treatment method. The best passivation results
were demonstrated by the devices treated with theophylline, which strongly interacted
with the antisite Pb on perovskite surface with its –C = O group. The xanthine molecule
of theophylline can interact by making hydrogen bond with PbI6

2− octahedron, thereby
contributing to the defect passivation. Strong PL emission and reduced defect density also
displayed the strong passivation effect of theophylline. Consequently, a high stabilized
PCE of 22.6% was realized in theophylline treated device.

Recently, Li et al. [246] reported the bifunctional piperazinium iodide (PI) molecule, for
the passivation of different surface terminating groups by post surface treatment method.
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The PI molecule contains an electron donor R2NH and electron acceptor R2NH2+ groups
on the same six-membered ring and is capable of improving both the PCE and stability of
inverted PSCs. They found that after surface treatment with PI, the dipole formed by the
electron donor R2NH and electron acceptor R2NH2+ group reduced the residual stress on
the film surface. Owing to bifunctional passivation effect, a high PCE of 23.37% (certified
22.75% with minimum VOC loss of 0.33 V) was achieved in inverted PSCs.

4.3.3. Post-Treatment with Hydrophobic Molecules

The long-term stability of the perovskite device is greatly affected by the intrusion
of water and oxygen in the atmosphere. Hydrophobic materials are generally non-polar
and do not absorb water. They can passivate charge trapping centers on the surface while
enhancing the hydrophobicity of the perovskite layer with their specific passivation groups
(i.e., carbonyl, fluorine). Therefore, surface treatment with the hydrophobic materials
has become a promising approach to simultaneously improve the stability and the PCE
of PSCs [247–249].

Zhang et al. [250] demonstrated that the perovskite surface treatment with hydropho-
bic polystyrene can efficiently improve the photovoltaic performance of PSCs by passivating
surface and interfacial defects. The improved photoluminescence (PL and TRPL) obtained
in the passivated devices indicates the effective passivation of the interface traps and
defects, which results in suppression of defect density. The suppression of trap states is
also demonstrated through decreased interface capacitance and increased built-in potential.
Finally, the hydrophobic polystyrene passivated devices delivered a high PCE of 20.08%
and retained up to 85% of initial PCE after two months.

Li et al. [251] employed the hydrophobic molecule 4-(trifluoromethyl)benzylamine
(TFMBA) to form a thin hydrophobic layer on the surface of absorber layer during post-
treatment. This layer facilitated eliminating interfacial imperfections and passivate surface
and GBs defects. The optimized TFMBA treatment achieved a high PCE of 20.56% and
retained 84% of the initial PCE after 1300 h at 65−75% RH.

Organic compounds with multifunctional groups (i.e., hydrophobic groups, acceptor
groups, and donor groups) have been investigated due to different nature of defects
in polycrystalline perovskite films. Liu et al. [240] developed a multifunctional small
organic ionic compound, 1-ethylpyridinium chloride (EPC), for surface and GBs defects
passivation in PSCs (Figure 12h). EPC was found to have a three-fold effect on PSCs.
Firstly, it passivated under-coordinated Pb2+ defects on the surface with nitrogen atom
on its pyridine group, effectively reducing the defect density from 5.76 × 1015 cm−3 to
4.11 × 1015 cm−3. Secondly, chlorine was found to improve perovskite crystallinity by
slowing down the crystallization process, thereby assisting in defect elimination. Thirdly,
the organic groups, including pyridine and ethyl improve moisture stability due to their
hydrophobic nature. Consequently, the PCE was improved from 19.52% to 21.19%, and the
passivated devices retained 89% of their initial PCE after 260 h.

4.3.4. Post-Treatment with Hydrophilic Molecules

In contrast to the use of hydrophobic passivation agents, Park et al. [252] reported a
novel bifunctional approach of spin-coating hydrophilic materials, 2-aminoethanol hydroio-
dide (2AEI), and 4-amino-1-butanol hydroiodide (4ABI), onto the surface of the absorber
layer (Figure 13a) to simultaneously enhance stability and device performance. These
hydrophilic materials form strong chemical bonds with trap states such as iodide centers
and undercoordinated Pb2+ ions, suppressing the bulk and surface defects. In addition,
they improve the crystallinity of the absorber layer (see Figure 13b–d). The excellent
passivation effects of 4ABI and 2AEI are reflected by the substantial enhancement in PL,
extended carrier lifetime, and reduction in defect density. The estimated defect density
reduction from 1.2× 1016 cm−3 (control) to 1.0× 1016 cm−3 (4ABI and 2AEI) and significant
improvement in carrier lifetime (from 245 to 611 ns with 4ABI) demonstrate the suppression
in non-radiative recombination of charge carriers. Furthermore, the hydrophilic 2AEI and
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4ABI can uptake invading water molecules, thereby avoiding the direct interaction between
perovskite and water molecules. As a result, PCE was improved from 21.54% to 23.25%
(4ABI) and maintained up to 90% of the initial value after 1000 h of stability testing.
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Figure 13. (a) Schematic illustration of post-treatment with hydrophilic materials of 4ABI and
2AEI along with their structure. Top view SEM images of perovskite films for (b) control. (c) Per-
ovskite/4ABI, and (d) Perovskite/2AEI samples. Insets show the grain size distribution. Reproduced
with permission from ref. [252]. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. (e) Schematic repre-
sentation of passivation mechanism of the PEAI layer for the perovskite film. Reproduced with
permission from ref. [132]. Copyright 2019 Springer Nature. (f) The structure of an n-i-p perovskite
solar cell based on a double-layered halide architecture (DHA) using P3HT as the hole-transport
material. Inside the dotted rectangle is schematic structure of the interface between the wide-bandgap
halide (WBH) and P3HT. Reproduced with permission from ref. [253]. Copyright 2019 Springer
Nature. (g) Schematic illustration of protection of perovskites through in situ formation of a lead
sulfate top layer on the perovskite surface. Reproduced with permission from ref. [254]. Copyright
2019 American Association for the Advancement of Science.

4.3.5. Post-Treatment with Alkyl Chain Organic Cations

Another approach to manage both anionic and cationic defects on perovskite sur-
faces and GBs is to use alkyl chain organic cations such as alkylammonium halides as a
capping layer on the top of perovskite surface through a post-treatment method. This
method passivates ionic defects at the surface and GBs through electrostatic binding and
can potentially form a 2D layered perovskite on the top surface of the absorber layer to
suppress interfacial recombination and improve stability against moisture. However, the
formation of 2D layered perovskite may affect the charge transfer process and lower the
performance [255,256]. Organic cations with long alkyl chains such as NH3I(CH2)8NH3I
(C8), octylammonium (OA+), and tertbutylammonium (tBA), are unable to be doped into
the perovskite lattice due to their large size and high formation energy, but they can form
layered perovskites to suppress defects on the surface and GBs of absorber layer [257,258].

Jen et al. [257] investigated the passivation effects of three organic molecules with
selected diammonium iodide structure: NH3I (CH2)4NH3I, NH3I(CH2)2O(CH2)2NH3I
(EBDE), and NH3I(CH2)8NH3I (C8) in MAPbI3 perovskite. They found that only C8 could
passivate surface and GBs defects through hydrogen or ionic bonds with MAPbI3 perovskite
without converting to a 2D layered perovskite. Due to the high activation energy of C8, it
did not transform into 2D perovskite. Consequently, the C8-passivated devices delivered a
significantly improved PCE of 17.60%, which is higher than that of control devices (14.64%).
In 2018, Yan et al. [259] used a large dipole organic molecule 4-fluoroaniline (FAL), through
a hot vapour-assisted post-treatment method. The para-fluorine substituent and conjugated
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amine in the aromatic ring of the passivation molecules were crucial in facilitating charge
transfer and efficient defect passivation.

Phenethylammonium iodide (PEAI) is another important organic passivation molecule
that can effectively passivate iodide vacancies on the surface and GBs of perovskites by
carefully controlling its 2D conversion process. For instance, in 2019, Jiang et al. [132]
reported that coating a thin layer of PEAI on mixed perovskite (FA1−xMAxPbI3) using
a post-treatment could significantly suppress surface defects and eliminate hysteresis in
PSCs. They found that the thin layer of PEAI does not convert into 2D layered PEA2PbI4
perovskite, as reported in several studies [260], but instead serves as a much more effective
passivation additive by filling iodine vacancies on the surface (see Figure 13e) and at the
GBs, leading to enhanced device performance. After coating the PEAI layer, the treated
devices demonstrated a fivefold suppression in recombination rate, as indicated by the
strong boost in PL emission and the significant improvement in the carrier lifetime from
0.3 to more than 2µs. Furthermore, the treated devices exhibited a 7% electroluminescence
efficiency compared to 0.8% in control devices under the same injection current. Similarly,
the high internal quantum efficiency of 50.4% compared to 9.7% confirms the strong
passivation effect of interfacial layer. A certified high PCE of 23.56% was achieved with
only 0.35 V loss in VOC as compared to 21.3% in control devices. The treated devices
remained almost constant in PCE after heating at 85 ◦C for 500 h.

Recently, Zhu et al. [261] developed a new organic molecule, 4-tert-butyl-benzylammonium
iodide (tBBAI), for surface and GBs defects passivation in Cs0.05FA0.85MA0.10Pb(I0.97Br0.03)3
perovskite active layer. Compared with the most efficient PEAI passivator, the new tBBAI
molecule provides more perovskite surface coverage, accelerates the charge extraction
process, almost eliminates hysteresis, and improves the hydrophobicity of the perovskite
active layer. The tBBAI-treated devices have shown a significant improvement in PCE from
21.2% to 23.5% and retained up to 95% of initial PCE after 500 h.

In conclusion, organic cations with multiple passivation groups have a powerful
integrated passivation effect that can significantly improve device performance and stability.

4.3.6. Post-Treatment with Wide Band Gap Materials as Capping Layer

The use of wide band gap materials as post-treatment capping layers is another ap-
proach for surface passivation of perovskite. Typically, anions such as phosphate, sulfate,
sulfur, or inorganic oxides can interact with surface dangling bonds or positive lead ions,
contributing to the suppressing of non-radiative recombination and improvement in sta-
bility. For example, Yang et al. [254]. demonstrated the formation of the thin layer of
wide bandgap inorganic lead oxysalt (lead sulfate (PbSO4), lead phosphate (Pb3(PO4)2))
layers through the in situ chemical reaction of SO4

2– and PO4
3–-containing salts with un-

dercoordinated Pb2+ on perovskite surface as shown in the Figure 13g. Thus, the use of
oxygen-containing lead salts in the post-treatment of perovskite absorbers can significantly
improve both the stability and the performance of PSCs.

Recently, Jung et al. [253] demonstrated the formation of a thin capping layer of wide-
bandgap halide (WBH) on the top surface of the 3D absorber layer by an in situ reaction
between the perovskite surface and n-hexyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (HTAB) (see
Figure 13f). The resulting ultrathin interfacial perovskite layer passivated the surface and
GBs defects of perovskite layer and enabled the self-assembly of poly(3-hexylthiophene
(P3HT) HTL due to the compatibility of alkyl chains between P3HT and HTAB. The
HTAB-treated device exhibited certified outstanding PCE of 22.7% and remarkable stability,
maintaining 95% of the initial PCE after 1370 h.

4.4. Interfacial Defect Passivation
4.4.1. Dimensionality Engineering

The mixed-dimensional perovskites have become an effective approach to improve
device performance and stability for their commercialization [262]. The use of 2D/3D
bilayer structure in PSCs is proposed as an efficient approach to eliminate recombination
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centers at interfaces, surface or GBs, and suppress electron density at HTL and perovskite
layer due to electron repelling nature of wide bandgap 2D materials, thereby leading
to improving the device stability and PCE [62,263]. To form a 2D/3D heterojunction,
a very thin layer of aliphatic or aromatic alkyl ammonium cations is coated on the top
surface of the 3D bulk perovskite layer [32], or alkylammonium salt is introduced into 3D
perovskite precursor solution by in situ formations. By leveraging the high-efficiency of 3D
perovskite and high-stability of 2D perovskite, the 2D/3D heterojunction has demonstrated
outstanding improvement in both device performance and stability, as shown in Figure 14a.
The PSCs with 2D/3D graded junctions demonstrated a remarkable improvement in their
stability for more than 1 year and the PCE more than 24%. However, the comparative
function of 2D/3D heterojunction is unclear and portrayed only qualitatively based on
empirical observations. The band structure at the interface, as well as their energetic
loss mechanisms, are still indeterminable and need to be explored. Some examples of
the materials used to form a thin layered 2D perovskite on the 3D absorber layer are
phenylethylammonium iodide (PEAI), N-(3-aminopropyl)-2-pyrrolidinone (NAP) [264], 5-
ammoniumvaleric acid iodide (5-AVAI) [265,266], and n-butylammonium iodide (BAI) [61].

In 2016, Docampo et al. [267] developed a solution process using MAI and phenylethy-
lammonium iodide (PEAI) in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) to fabricate layered 2D perovskite on
the top surface of 3D MAPbI3 perovskite (Figure 14b). The top thin layer of 2D perovskite
(PEA)2(MA)4Pb5I16 serves as a moisture barrier and enables the selective charge extraction
owing to the well-aligned energy band (see Figure 14c), leading to suppression of non-
radiative recombination at the interface. The underlying active MAPbI3 layer guarantees
full white light absorption and carrier generation. Due to the significant passivation effects
of 2D layered perovskite, a realistic improvement in PCE from 13.61% in pure MAPbI3 to
16.8% in the mixed (2D/3D) perovskites was achieved. As VOC and FF values of a device
are closely related to trap-assisted recombination, the improvement in VOC (from 0.99 to
1.11 V) and FF (from 0.70 to 0.73) indicates the suppression of recombination losses in PSCs
with this two-layer configuration.

In 2017, Snaith et al. [61] reported on the use of butylammonium (BA) cation in mixed
cations and anions 3D perovskite solution to engineer 2D/3D graded junctions. The
resulting mixed 2D/3D perovskite films exhibited well-defined platelet-like structures
perpendicular to the substrate and intermingled with finely crystallized 3D GBs. The
platelet-like structures were hypothesized to be the 2D perovskite phase. SEM and X-ray
Diffraction (XRD) analysis convincingly demonstrated improved crystallinity and the devel-
opment of 2D/3D perovskite heterostructure. The extended carrier lifetime and enhanced
PL emission further confirmed the GB defects passivation effect of optimized BA content in
3D perovskites, leading to the elimination of hysteresis and a remarkable improvement in
PCE. By narrowing the bandgap of selected perovskites BA0.05(FA0.83Cs0.17)0.95Pb(I0.8Br0.2)3,
they obtained a higher efficiency of 20.6%, and the device retained 80% of initial PCE up to
1000 h in air and 4000 h in an enclosed condition.

In a similar study conducted in 2018, Huang et al. [260] constructed a 2D/3D stacking
structure by spin-coating layers of n-butylamine (BA) and n-butylammonium iodide (BAI)
solutions on the surface of 3D perovskite. The ultra-thin 2D layers effectively passivated
the GBs defects of 3D absorber layer, as confirmed by TRPL results. Additionally, the
2D thin layers suppressed ion migration and intraband trap state density, leading to the
improvement in photovoltaic performance and the thermal and moisture stability of device.
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In 2019, Jason et al. [269] demonstrated a strategy for passivation using antisolvent
chloroform (CF) to selectively dissolve 2D layered perovskites (LPs) precursors, such as n-
octylammonium bromide (C8Br), n-hexylbromide (C6Br), and n-butylammonium bromide
(C4Br) (Figure 15a). The passivated devices achieved a maximum VOC of 1.17 V with a loss
of only 0.34 V compared to 1.10 V in control devices (Figure 15b). With the remarkable
passivation effect of (C8Br), the highest PCE of 23.2% and stabilized efficiency of 22.6% was
achieved, and the device retained 85% of its initial value after 500 h.

Various organic spacer molecules have been investigated to enhance the stability and
performance of PSCs. For example, Liu et al. [270] inserted an ultra-hydrophobic pentaflu-
orophenylethylammonium (FEA) 2D layer between the 3D perovskite and HTL to improve
the hole injection of the perovskite absorber into the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) of HTL (2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis(N,N-di-4-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9′-spirobifluorene
(referred to as spiro-OMeTAD)). The fluorinated compounds like FEA are hydrophobic and
are hardly wetted by water, resulting in a remarkable 1000 h stability under simulated sun-
light and the humid air. Furthermore, the interfacial layer effectively suppressed interlayer
ion migration, passivated the surface defects, and enabled the highest PCE of more than
22%. Strong PL quenching, high optoelectronic quality of perovskite films and extended
carrier lifetime confirmed the sufficiently large reduction in non-radiative recombination.

The reaction between 2D precursor with 3D perovskite solution to form a 2D/3D
heterojunction can sometimes result in an undesired quasi-2D perovskite phase, leading to
reduced PCE and stability in the device [271]. However, Jang et al. [272] recently developed
a novel solid-phase in-plane growth (SIG) method for the controlled growth of a fine
crystalline 2D (C4H9NH3)2PbI4 ((BA)2PbI4) perovskite film on the top of a 3D perovskite
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(Figure 15c), resulting in the formation of an intact 2D/3D heterojunction at the interface.
This method significantly improved the stability and PCE of the device, achieving a certified
PCE of 24.35% with VOC of 1.185 V (Figure 15d) and remarkable heat and light stability.

Recently, Yao et al. [30] reported MA-free (FA0.95Cs0.05PbI3) PSCs by incorporating
β-guanidinopropionic acid (β-GUA) into the precursor solution, resulting in the formation
of a 2D/3D graded junction located at the upper surface and the middle region of the
perovskite layer. (Figure 15e,f) This 2D/3D hybrid phase facilitated the passivation of
deep-level antisite defects through the dative bond formed between nitrogen atoms and
the carbonyl group of β-GUA and the undercoordinated metal cations [273]. Furthermore,
strong hydrogen bonding between the β-GUA molecules enhanced device stability by
forming a robust organic layer [274]. The extended carrier lifetime from 8.4 µs in the control
film to 11.0 µs in 2D/3D heterostructure film and the reduction in defect density Nt from
4.57 × 1016 to 3.69 × 1016 cm−3 confirmed the passivation effect of a graded junction (see
Figure 15g). Due to the excellent passivation effect of β-GUA, the devices exhibited a high
PCE of 22.2% with a certified value of 21.5%, and retained 81% of initial PCE after 400 h.
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from ref. [269]. Copyright 2019 Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Top-view and cross-sectional sketch of
(BA)2PbI4 films fabricated on a 3D perovskite via the SIG method. Black dashed lines and black arrows
are indicated with crystal seed formation and in-plane grain growth, respectively. (d) A comparison
of the photovoltaic performances of the control and SIG 60 (SIG60 represents 2D perovskite layer
thickness is 80 nm) devices. Solid lines and dashed lines indicate the reverse (R) and forward (F)
scans, respectively. Reproduced with permission from ref. [272]. Copyright 2021 Springer Nature.
(e,f) The high-resolution cross-section (TEM) images of the upper and bottom half of β-GUA-doped
perovskite film, respectively. The insets of (e,f) are the fast Fourier transform (FFT) analyses of the
corresponding areas. (g) The dark I-V curves indicating the trap-filling limited voltage (VTFL) and
the trap density (Nt) of the pristine and β-GUA-doped PSCs. Reproduced with permission from
ref. [30]. Copyright 2020 Wiley.

In summary, 2D perovskites with wider bandgaps can stabilize 3D perovskite phase
and improve electrical and optical properties. A thin layer of 2D perovskite contains self-
passivation molecules that suppress defects over the surface of the perovskite films [268],
which can reduce the recombination rate at the interface where defects are easily produced.
Mixed dimensional perovskite solar cells with 2D/3D heterojunctions have shown remark-
able improvement in PCE (>24%) [272] and stability (for more than one year) [275] but
accurate control of heterojunction formation and understanding of the mechanisms in-
volved are still challenges that require further investigation [276]. Particularly, investigating
the chemical compositions and fabrication mechanism of wide bandgap 2D perovskite
layers is crucial.

4.4.2. Interfacial Defects Passivation by Interlayer Engineering

PSCs consist of an absorber layer sandwiched between two charge transporting layers,
which transport the photogenerated carriers [277]. The charge extraction and transport
ability of these layers are equally important to the charge generation process in the active
layer. Therefore, interfaces play a critically important role in the device, especially energy
alignment between the absorber and charge transporting layer, which largely influences
the device performance and stability (Figure 16a,c). The defect density at all the interface
of PSCs is reported to be one to two orders of magnitude higher than that in bulk of the
photoactive layer [238].

The energy level mismatch between EFn in the perovskite layer and CB/lowest un-
occupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of ETL, or between the EFp in the absorber layer and
VB/HOMO of HTL, results in band bending at the interfaces [115]. This band bending
reduces the QFLS of the compact device, leading to a decrease in output voltage under
illumination (Figure 16b,c). It has been reported that almost all charge transporting layer
decrease VOC due to non-radiative interfacial recombination currents induced by them,
except for high-efficiency devices that have well aligned energy bands with absorber layer,
as shown in Figure 16a,b. Only rare state-of-the-art devices demonstrate VOC equals to the
QFLS in the perovskite bulk [130].

Furthermore, the ions migration can induce variations in energy level alignment
and retard the carrier injection from the photoactive layer into the charge transporting
layers. Many groups are working on improving the performance and stability of PSCs
by interfacial engineering. Their reports confirm that inserting an ultrathin interfacial
buffer layer between perovskite and ETL, or between perovskite and HTL, or both, can
suppress interfacial defects and act as a barrier to moisture invasion, thereby improving
the photovoltaic performance and stability of the device [278]. However, the solvents used
for interfacial layers must be inert to perovskite absorber layer to avoid degradation of the
active layer.

Interfacial layer between HTL and perovskite. To realize the full potential of per-
ovskites as photovoltaic material in PSCs, the suppression of carrier recombination at
the perovskite/HTL interface is critical. This is because the built-in electric field at
HTL/perovskite interface becomes weak due to the intrinsic self-doping characteristic
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of perovskites, which hinders the adequate transportation of carriers from the absorber
to HTL [279]. Currently, the most efficient HTL is spiro-OMeTAD, which is often heav-
ily doped to enhance its conductivity, resulting in increased recombination losses at the
HTL/perovskite interface. Decreasing the doping concentration in the spiro-OMeTAD has
been reported to suppress interfacial recombination, increase VOC and improve the device
performance [280,281].

Moreover, the lithium salts often used for doping spiro-OMeTAD are susceptible to ox-
idation upon exposure to air, allowing moisture penetration that causes the perovskite layer
degradation. Therefore, optimizing the energy level alignment at the perovskite/HTL and
passivating interfacial defect using a suitable interlayer is a practical approach to improve
and stabilize PSC performance. This section discusses recent progress in PCE and stability
improvement by perovskite/HTL interlayer passivation. Numerous polymer-based passi-
vating interlayers, including PTAA, P3HT, Poly[N,N′-bis(4-butylphenyl)-N,N′-bis(phenyl)-
benzi) (poly-TPD), and polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), have been investigated for
interfacial and surface defect passivation, with impressive results in terms of improved
PCE and the stability [282]. For example, an ultra-thin layer (0.5 mg/mL) of PTAA between
perovskite and poly (3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene): poly (styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT: PSS)
in an inverted PSC has demonstrated remarkable improvement in PCE from 16.94% to
19.04% without hysteresis (Figure 17a,b). This performance improvement was attributed
to the modification of energy level alignment between the perovskite layer and PEDOT:
PSS, and interfacial and surface defects passivation by PTAA. Similarly, a thin interfacial
layer of PMMA between perovskite/spiro-OMeTAD effectively passivated defects at the
interface and GBs, leading to improved stability and the device performance. The high VOC
of 1.18 V and negligible hysteresis demonstrated by the PMMA layer passivated devices
indicated a substantial reduction of non-radiative recombination at the interface of PSCs.
With a high PCE of 20.5%, the devices retained 95% of this value for one month under a
relative humidity of 60% under ambient conditions [283].
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pin stacks (orange). The QFLS of the perovskite/C60 junction and of the neat perovskite on fused
silica are shown in dashed blue and green lines, respectively. (b) Simulation of the QFLS and VOC of
pin-type devices using the well-established drift diffusion simulator (SCAPS). (left) The simulated
QFLS in junctions with aligned transport layers (PTAA/perovskite/C60) is identical to eVOC but
not in case of energetically mis-aligned transport layers (right) where the hole QFL bends at the
interface to the hole transport layer which causes a QFLS–VOC mismatch. The perovskite bandgap is
represented in brown in between the conduction band minimum (EC) and valence band maximum
(EV), while the dashed lines show the electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels (EF, e and EF, h), the
resulting QFLS in the absorber and the VOC at the contacts. The HTL (red) and ETL (blue) are
represented by their bandgaps in between the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbitals. (c). As predicted from the QFLS–VOC match in these cells, in case of PTAA and Poly-TPD
hole transport layers, the HOMO of the HTL is aligned with respect to the perovskite valence band.
However, considerable majority carrier band offsets exist in case of P3HT and PEDOT: PSS. This
causes the observed QFLS-VOC mismatch as carriers relax to the band edges during their transport
to the extracting electrode. Reproduced with permission from ref. [138]. Copyright 2019 Royal
Society of Chemistry. (d) Schematic illustration of the vacuum-assisted PFTS assembly to construct
the dou-ble-barrier for moisture degradation, with the layer of the oligomer condensed from the
hydrolyzation of PFTS as the first barrier, and further defects passivation via hy-drolyzation of PFTS
at GBs as the secondary barrier. Reproduced with permission from ref. [284]. Copyright 2020 Wiley.

Other organic materials such as alkyl alkoxysilane, theophylline, polymers, and their
derivatives have nonpolar hydrophobic parts and functional groups that can attach to
the perovskite, thus enhancing the moisture resistance of active layer and hydrophobicity
by their hydrophobic tail [285]. For instance, Li et al. demonstrated that 1H,1H,2H,2H-
perfluorooctyl trichlorosilane (PFTS), can passivate undercoordinated electron-rich iodide
I− and produce double moisture protection [284]. The hydrolysable PFTS oligomer acts
as a barrier to moisture invasion by increasing the hydrophobicity of the perovskite layer.
PFTS hydrolysis also coordinates with I− to suppress non-radiative recombination in the
perovskite bulk and the surface (Figure 16d). PFTS treatment resulted in a significant
improvement in VOC from 1.13 to 1.21 V and a high PCE up to 21.34% with negligible
hysteresis. The PFTS-treated device retained 90% of the initial efficiency after 115 days,
whereas control devices reduced 46% after 20 days under a relative humidity 70% at
room temperature.

On the other hand, inorganic materials such as Al2O3 have also been used as interlayers
between the perovskite and HTL to increase the adhesion of perovskite on hydrophobic
HTL and facilitate the carrier transfer process in a compact device. For example, Koushik
et al. used the atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique to deposit an ultra-thin layer
of Al2O3. They reported that the thin film on the perovskite absorber can provide a
tunnel contact and improve device stability by protecting fragile perovskite absorbers
from moisture [286]. Similarly, Qiu et al. reported that a thin layer of Al2O3 on PTAA can
enhance the wettability of the hydrophobic PTAA, which is useful for coating a perovskite
film on it [36].

Nanocrystals (NCs) of inorganic semiconductors have also been reported as an in-
terlayer between HTL and the perovskite layer to enhance charge transfer by reducing
interfacial recombination. For example, Yang et al. [287] recently introduced cesium-copper
chalcogenide CsCu5S3 (CCS) interlayer between perovskite absorber and sprio-MeOTAD
in PSCs (Figure 17c). The CCS interlayer effectively passivated the interfacial defects
(Figure 17d) and improved energy band alignment at the interface between HTL and
the absorber layer, leading to a high PCE of 22.29% and remarkable stability, retaining
85% of initial PCE measured after 3000 h. Kim and coworkers demonstrated that mixed
organic salts such as formamidine hydrobromide (FABr) and CF3(CF2)2CH2NH3I (HBAI)
ammonium salt can suppress interfacial defect and improve energy level matching between
spiro-OMeTAD and the perovskite absorber layer (Figure 17e,f) [288]. The devices with
mixed salt interlayer delivered a stabilized PCE of 22.7% with improved stability.
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Interlayers between ETL and perovskite. The electron transporting layer (ETL) plays
a critical role in perovskite devices, as it is essential for effective charge extraction and
transportation. A well-aligned energy level between the ETL and perovskite layer and
defect-free interface crucial for achieving high VOC [289]. This goal can be accomplished by
introducing a thin interlayer of suitable material between the two layers. While titanium
dioxide (TiO2) is the most efficient and commonly used ETL material, it is susceptible to
light-induced instability, particularly under ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Light exposure
generates electron-hole pairs in TiO2. The holes in the valence band recombine with
available electrons on oxygen adsorption sites, leaving the positive oxygen vacancies or
the Ti3+ sites on the surface of TiO2 and the free electrons in the conduction band [290].
Therefore, introducing an ultra-thin layer between ETL (TiO2) and perovskite is an efficient
approach to mitigate these issues and suppress carrier traps and interfacial recombination,
thereby improving stability and the performance of the devices.

Tan et al. reported a contact-passivation strategy using chlorine-capped TiO2 (Cl-
TiO2) colloidal nanocrystal film to suppress interfacial recombination and improve the
interface binding between TiO2 and perovskite. The incorporation of Cl atoms at the
TiO2/perovskite interface suppressed the formation of deep trap states on the surface of
perovskite films, leading to improved surface passivation [291] (see Figure 18a). Similarly,
Dong et al. inserted 6,6-phenyl-C61-butyric acid (PCBA) interlayer between perovskite
and compact TiO2 (c-TiO2) ETL. The PCBM effectively suppressed the defect by creating
chemical bonds established between the c-TiO2 and the carboxyl group on the passivating
PCBM interlayer [292]. Peng et al. [293] introduced an ultrathin layer of a PMMA: PCBM
mixture to suppress interfacial recombination by passivating interfacial trap-states. The
passivation layer eliminated the hysteresis and increased the VOC up to 80 mV, resulting in
devices with a PCE of 20.4%. Similarly, You et al. [294] used a biopolymer, heparin sodium
(HS), as interfacial defects passivating interlayer between MAPbI3 and TiO2. The interlayer
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boosted the PCE from 17.2 to 20.1% with negligible hysteresis. Recently, Wang et al. [295]
introduced a thiazole-modified graphitic carbon nitride (C3N4) interlayer between TiO2
and perovskite absorber for interfacial defects passivation (Figure 18b,c) to improve energy
alignment between ETL and perovskite, in turn, to enhance charge extraction.

Manipulating the surface energetics of perovskite can play an essential role in improv-
ing charge transport at the electron-collecting interface and enhancing device performance
by better matching with the ETL. It is reported that, under illumination, the valence band
maximum (VBM) will rise up to 0.7 eV due to photo-excited carriers filling up the surface
trap states and suppressing band bending at interfaces [296]. Thus, the effective charge
extraction is influenced by the mismatching energy barrier between the ETL and perovskite
absorber. For example, Yu et al. demonstrated the formation of a dipole interlayer of
ethanolamine (EA)-based solvent which effectively decreased the energy barrier between
perovskite layer and c-TiO2, thus improving the device performance by the passivating
defects of c-TiO2 [297]. Perry et al. deposited cobaltocene (Co(C5H5)2) directly on the
surface of MAPbI3, improving the perovskite surface conductivity and optimizing the
interfacial energy level structure [298].

The non-wetting surface of ETL greatly influences the deposition of perovskite. There-
fore, introducing an interfacial layer can improve the wettability of ETL to obtain uniform
films with full substrate surface coverage and preferred crystallinity [299]. Benzoic acid
derivatives having the phenyl ring with the π-conjugated structure have been reported as
interfacial layers, in which the carboxyl group can make strong coordination to the ETL lay-
ers such as tin oxide (SnO2), TiO2 or zinc oxide (ZnO). Li et al. assembled a 4-aminobenzoic
acid (PABA) interfacial monolayer, which dramatically enhanced the hydrophilicity of the
TiO2 layer and the crystallinity of the perovskite layer [300].

In general, the built-in electric field generated near the interface greatly improves
electron transfer efficiency and hinders carrier recombination. To illustrate, Cao et al.
introduced a thin layer of magnesium oxide (MgO) and protonated ethanolamine (EA)
as interlayers between ETL and perovskite. MgO inhibited the interfacial charge recom-
bination while protonated EA promoted electron transport from the perovskite to ZnO
(Figure 18d,e). The interfacial modification made ZnO compatible with perovskite and
overcame the instability of the ZnO/perovskite interface. As a result, PSCs with PCE up to
21.1% were successfully manufactured without hysteresis [301].

In short, interfacial defect-induced recombination results in significant loss in device
PCE, stability, and causes hysteresis in J-V curve. Therefore, identifying the origins of
interfacial losses theoretically and experimentally is imperative for further improvement
in PCE. Mismatching energy-level alignment between the perovskite layer and charge
transporting layers severely impacts the charge extraction and transporting ability of the
respective functional layers, leading to the recombination of carriers and limiting the full
photovoltaic performance of the device. Furthermore, moisture, light and ions migration
from both sides of the junction cause instability in PSCs, reducing their performance and
stability [287]. Therefore, manipulation of interfacial layers is an effective approach to
make perovskite stable. Interfacial layers also act as a barrier to moisture, UV radiation,
and ion migration and provide a feasible solution to the stability of PSCs. Furthermore,
they can suppress surface and GBs defects to improve PCE and eliminate the hysteresis in
the device operation. For further improvements in PCE and stability, interface design and
the theoretical and experimental selection of interface materials with high carrier mobility
and high conductivity should be explored. The thickness of the interfacial layers should be
precisely controlled to maximize the photocurrent output of the device. Interlayers with
high hydrophobicity, high chemical and thermal stability, high carrier extraction, injection,
and transporting ability, and well-aligned energy levels with the adjacent layers might be
beneficial for the further improvement in stability and PCE of PSCs.
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Figure 18. (a) Trap-like localized antisite defects form near the valence band edge for the PbI2-
terminated TiO2/perovskite interface (left). Shallow and delocalized Pb-Cl antisite defects are seen
for the PbCl2-terminated interface (right). Reproduced with permission from ref. [291]. Copyright
2017 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (b) Dark current–voltage curves of
the electron-only devices. (c) Energy-level diagrams of the corresponding materials in the device.
Reproduced with permission from ref. [295]. Copyright 2021 Wiley. (d) The device structure of a
ZnO-MgO-EA+-based mesoporous PSC device encapsulated with graphene (EA+ = OCH2CH2NH3

+).
(e) Schematic illustration of a planar PSC device modified with ZnO-MgO-EA+. Reproduced with
permission from ref. [301]. Copyright 2018 Wiley.

5. Defects Passivation Techniques for Large Area Perovskite Solar Cells and Modules

Although high efficiency up to 26.1% has been achieved in small-size PSCs, there is
still a large gap between the PCE of small-area devices and large-area devices. The low
photovoltaic performance of large-area devices is due to the great challenges of depositing
defect-free, uniform high-quality perovskite films on large-area substrates. Different physi-
cal and chemical techniques have been reported for improving the quality of large-area thin
films. Physical techniques such as vacuum quenching, gas blowing, and hot casting are
generally applied for rapid solvent extraction, which in turn increases the supersaturation
of solute essential for the compact and uniform growth of grains. However, during the
solution process and crystallization process, the defects can still arise but can be passivated
by the use of additives in the precursor solution surface treatment by surfactants. Similarly,
the instability issues caused by internal as well as external factors are addressed by interface
engineering, dimensionality engineering, and compositional engineering. In this section,
we reviewed the recent progress in defects passivation techniques for large-area PSCs along
with the achievements in stability and photovoltaic performance.

5.1. Influence of Additives in Large-Area MAPbI3 PSCs and Modules

Li et al. [302] added a small amount of monoammonium zinc porphyrin (ZnP) additive
into the perovskite precursor solution for fabricating large-area perovskite films. The ZnP
compound can efficiently anchor on the surface and GBs of perovskite film, suppressing the
surface and GBs defects (Figure 19a). It also prevents the escape of volatile organic cations
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during thermal annealing and acts as a barrier to moisture invasion. The passivated devices
exhibited excellent thermal and moisture stability, as shown in Figure 19b. Furthermore,
the addition of ZnP to the precursor solution reduced the contact angle on the substrate
and facilitated full surface coverage in blade coating, resulting in pinhole-free and uniform
grain size. Finally, with the remarkable passivating effect of ZnP, large-area (16 cm2) PSCs
with improved thermal and moisture stability were successfully fabricated. The devices
with an area of 1.96 cm2 demonstrated a high PCE of 18.26%, while the small devices
achieved up to 20.5%, as shown in Figure 19c.

Similarly, Park et al. [303] demonstrated the synergistic effect of defects passivation us-
ing guanidinium iodide (GAI) and lead acetate (PbAc2) additives to realize high-efficiency
air-knife-assisted D-bar blade-coated large-area PSCs (Figure 19d). They found that the
byproduct methyl ammonium acetate (MAAc) in the precursor solution acts as a Lewis
base and aids in the film growth process. Furthermore, the guanidinium (GA) cation can
enhance the carrier lifetime [304–306] by suppressing the defect states in perovskite crystal
(Figure 19e). Moreover, increasing the concentration of GAI led to an improvement in VOC
up to 1.12 V, which confirms the passivation effects of GAI. A remarkable improvement in
PCE, from 15.14% to 19.44%, in the large-area-blade (∼ 46 cm2) coated PSCs and 13.85% in
the module with an active area of 128 cm2 was achieved (see Figure 19f).

In 2017, Grancini et al. [275] reported a 2D/3D graded junction perovskite solar module
with a coated area of 100 cm2 and the active area nearly 50 cm2. They used aminovaleric acid
iodide (AVAI, optimized 3%) to form a stable 2D perovskite layer on 3D perovskite layer.
The ultrathin 2D layer establishes a barrier to the electron recombination at the interface and
to the moisture inclusion. It also facilitates the widening of the band gap of 3D perovskite
at the interface and enables carrier injection to the TiO2 layer by suppressing defects at the
interface. The authors also utilized a hydrophobic carbon-based HTM to further protect the
3D perovskite layer from moisture attack. The module exhibited excellent stability, fully
retaining its initial PCE even after >400 days measured in a controlled environment. Their
PSCs stored at 55 ◦C temperature under AM 1.5G for more than one year exhibited a high
efficiency of 11.2%, without any loss in performances (see Figure 19g).

In another study, Deng et al. [306] reported the addition of very small amount of
surfactant additive (L-α-Phosphatidylcholine) into perovskite precursor to blade-coated
large-area PSCs. The additive alters the drying dynamics of fluids and also increases the
wettability and grip of the perovskite precursor solution on the surface of hydrophobic
charge transporting layer. The use of additives allows the successful coating of uniform
perovskite films over large areas at a high blade-coating rate of 180 m per hour. The
optimized quantity of surfactant used as an additive does not have negative influences
on the optoelectronic properties of bladed perovskite films. The cautiously designed
surfactants can even passivate the charge traps in perovskites with their charged quarter
ammonium ions. Thus, the surfactant-modified devices exhibited a high PCE of 20.3% for
a 0.075 cm2 area and above 15% for modules having an aperture area over 33 cm2 (see
Figure 19h,i).
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Figure 19. (a) Structure of perovskite encapsulated by ZnP. (b) Moisture stability of the pris-
tine perovskite film and ZnO-doped (0.05%) counterpart. (c) The histograms of cell efficiencies
among 30 smaller-area cells without and with 0.05% ZnP doping. Reproduced with permission from
ref. [302]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (d) Schematic illustration of the D-bar blade
coating process. The precursor solution spread over the D-bar, and the substrate was moved along
with the argon (Ar) gas blowing to dry the wet film. (e) TRPL spectra of the annealed perovskite
films for the MAPbI3 film prepared from the PbAc2-containing solution, (MAI + PbI2) in DMF and
(MAI + PbI2) in 2-methoxyethanol (2ME). (f) J–V curve of a 5 × 5 cm2 perovskite solar module
based on the GA0.12MA0.88PbI3 perovskite film under 1 sun illumination was estimated from an
active area of 16 cm2. The inset shows the module with eight series-connected sub-cells. Repro-
duced with permission from ref. [303]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (g) Normalized
PCE of module stability test under 1 sun AM 1.5 G conditions. Reproduced with permission from
ref. [275]. Copyright 2017 Springer Nature. (h) I–V scanning curves of perovskite solar module with
aperture areas of 33.0 cm2 and 57.2 cm2, separately. (i) Photographic image of a perovskite solar
module viewed from top electrode side. Reproduced with permission from ref. [306]. Copyright 2018
Springer Nature.

5.2. Influence of Additives in Roll-to-Roll Fabrication of PSCs

The optoelectronic properties of photoactive perovskite material can be altered by the
mixed cationic and anionic composition, while additives can passivate defects and control
the film growth process, thereby leading to improved PCE and thermal and moisture
stability of large-area devices. In 2019, Kim et al. demonstrated the use of two additives,
PbCl2 (2.5 mg/mL) and MACl (2.5 mg/mL) in MA0.6FA0.38Cs0.02PbI2.975Br0.025 precursor
solution, along with a slightly modified PEDOT:PSS, to stabilize photovoltaic performance
and improve the stability of the first fully roll-to-roll (R2R) fabricated PSCs [307]. The two
additives and the polymer modification in the HTL layer improved all the performance
parameters and prolonged stability. The MACl additive improved the quality of film,
increased carrier life time and increased the current density of the devices [308]. Similarly,
the improvement in VOC and the FF was attributed to the passivation effects of PbCl2.
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Furthermore, the polymer modification in HTL enables the deposition of perovskite in high
humidity environment (approx. 55% RH). Finally, fully R2R slot die coated PSC with a
remarkable efficiency of 11.7% was reported, except for top contact [307].

In 2018, Zuo et al. [54] reported sheet-to-sheet and R2R slot die coated MAPbI3
perovskite solar cells on flexible substrates. They added an optimized 10 mg/mL NH4Cl
additive to the precursor solution for defects passivation. To control the crystallization
process, a setup of N2 gas blowing and heated substrates were utilized along with the
additive. The photoluminescence results confirmed that the NH4Cl additive effectively
passivated the defect states at surface and GBs. The device’s photovoltaic performance
was remarkably improved using the additive. The VOC was increased from 0.81 to 0.93 V,
and FF is improved from 64.80% to 74.19%. The improvement in VOC and FF is a clear
indication for the suppression of non-radiative recombination losses in the perovskite
crystal and the solar cells. Therefore, due to passivation effect of the additive, the PCE was
improved from 7.90% to 15.30%.

Similarly, Gu et al. [309] introduced 3-aminopropanoic acid as a self-assembled mono-
layer (C3-SAM) for surface modification on PEDOT:PSS HTL layer in R2R fabrication of
PSCs to reduce defects at the interface and increase charge extraction. This modification im-
proved the quality of perovskite crystal on PEDOT: PSS and provided full surface coverage
of thin film. Furthermore, the C3-SAM modification lowered the work function of PEDOT:
PSS by 0.2 eV, which was confirmed by UV photoelectron spectroscopy measurements. The
modified layer introduced an extra permanent dipole, thereby eliminating the VOC loss due
to band bending. These improvements in film morphology and the charge transporting
ability led to an increase in PCE of roll-coated PSCs from 9.7% to 11.6% on glass substrate
and 3.7% to 5.1% on flexible polymer substrates.

6. Conclusions and Future Trends

In this review, we have comprehensively discussed various types of defects that cause
trap-assisted recombination in PSCs, including their origins and impact on the device
parameters, efficiency, and stability. We also reviewed defect density characterization and
non-radiative recombination loss quantifying techniques that provide a deeper understand-
ing of the nature and energy depth of defects. These techniques can be helpful in optimizing
and designing new passivation agents to improve device performance. Furthermore, the
advances in defects passivation techniques are critically reviewed to minimize the VOC and
FF deficit in the small-area and large-area devices, in order to achieve high-efficiency and
stability in PSCs.

Due to the high formation energy of deep-level trap states and low-temperature fabri-
cation of perovskite thin films, substantially reduced nonradioactive recombination sites
exist in bulk. However, shallow trap states with low defect densities are easily produced at
the surface and GBs of the perovskite layer due to its low-temperature solution fabrication.
The existence of shallow trap states at the surface mainly causes non-radiative recombina-
tion of photogenerated carriers and results in VOC deficit and reduction in FF of the PSCs.
Although the efficiency of single-junction perovskite is approaching theoretically calculated
value, state-of-the-art PSCs still exhibit a VOC deficit of 0.32–0.35 V, which suggests the
presence of non-radiative recombination channels at the surface, GBs, and interfaces. Pho-
toinduced ion migration and accumulation at interfaces mostly account for the anomalous
hysteresis in PSCs. Mixed composition Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 PSCs exhibit
negligible hysteresis compared to MAPbI3 in mesoporous PSCs, making compositional
engineering a feasible strategy to suppress bulk defects and improve stability and optoelec-
tronic properties to obtain hysteresis-free devices. Similarly, a mixed perovskite 2D/3D
heterojunction is a successful approach for improving stability due to high stability and
defect passivation of 2D perovskite at the surface, GBs, and interface. The most stable PSCs,
with a stability of over 1 year and an efficiency > 24% has been obtained through this
method. However, accurate control of 2D/3D heterojunction formation and understanding
the mechanisms involved remain a challenge. Therefore, it is a pressing need to explore the
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new 2D materials to fine-tune the 2D/3D graded junction. To achieve this, a machine learn-
ing tool can be applied, which may provide a complete analysis from materials selection to
the device performance.

Interfacial layers have proven to be effective in improving the performance and stabil-
ity of PSCs by reducing the band bending, ion migration, and accumulation at interfaces.
The mismatch between energy levels at the interface causes band bending, leading to a
reduced output voltage of PSC under illumination. Interfacial buffer layers minimize
this effect, improving the charge extraction and transportation process and resulting in
device efficiency up to 23.7% with improved stability. To further enhance the stability and
efficiency, exploring new hydrophobic materials with proper energy level alignment and
high conductivity is promising.

Chemical additives are commonly used to control perovskite crystal growth, improve
thin film morphology and passivate defects, thereby eliminating hysteresis and improving
stability and device performance. A variety of passivating additives are available to
suppress trap-assisted non-radiative recombination in PSCs, including the alkali metal
halides in perovskite solution, which effectively reduce hysteresis and passivate the point
defects at the surface and GBs. We have reviewed the photovoltaic progress and passivation
mechanism of different chemical groups, classified based on their structures. Despite the
availability of a vast library of passivation chemicals, designing more efficient passivation
agents remains a challenge without established general rules.

Machine learning could be a beneficial tool for designing new passivation agents along
with intensive high-throughput experimental investigation. In addition to addressing trap-
assisted recombination losses and stability, the scalable fabrication of devices and modules
is the third significant challenge. As the coating area increases, the PCE of corresponding
devices displays a significant downward shift. Large-area coating processes to produce
high-quality crystals pose a challenging task. Chemical additives and physical techniques
are usually applied to the large-area fabrication of perovskite films. The additives passivate
the trap-assisted recombination of photogenerated charge carriers and facilitate controlling
the grain growth process, which leads to improving the quality of perovskite thin films
and the performance of the devices. Therefore, we also critically reviewed the impact of
additives in printing efficient and scalable PSCs.

To further improve the efficiency, stability, and scalability of PSCs, it is crucial to gain
a more in-depth comprehension of the origin and nature of non-radiative recombination
losses and to judiciously select passivating molecules with the aid of machine learning
tools and experimental investigation. Moreover, the combined effect of using the 2D/3D
graded heterojunction materials, compositional engineering, and additives to control the
crystal growth process may prove more beneficial for improving the stability and PCE of
large-area devices.
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